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North Saanich needs a new 
name, Mayor lYevor Davis told 
Tlie Review this week,
"The name North Saanich 
doesn’t really SJiy anything about 
the area,” Davis said in an in­
terview; "we should try to come 
up with a name which better 
reflects the spirit ol llie 
municipality.”
nu! mayor, who decided not to 
run for redoction in the recent 
Norlli Saahicli civic elections, 
had several sugge.stions for 
I'Ktssible new names for the 
.'.district,■■
It could; lie said, be changed l o 
reflect some geographical 
feature of the area' he suggested 
Ratricin Bay, Tatlow Bay or 
Towner Bay, as possibilities.
"Iluv name Patricia Vtay, for 
example, is already well-kitown 
In tnany other parts of , the 
world," Davis said.
"We Itave the 1‘alricia Hay 
airport, the Patricia Bay High­
way, and thousands of ser­
vicemen all ovt?r the world are 
familiar with the training centres 
and tiases there,”
Or, he said, the name could bo 
changed to ronccl the area’s rich 
Indian heritage: "Some of the 
Indian names are really quite 
ioautiful; perhaps we could give 
serious consideration to one of 
them,”
Other suggestions, Davis said, 
miglit include some reference to 
the wildlife of the area, or its 
natural flora,
"The arbutus tree, for 
totample, is pretty well restricted 
to the peninsula on Vancouver 
Island," ho said.
"Why not the Munieipnlity of 
Arbutus'.'”
Davis is not alone in thinking 
llte iminicipality needs a new 
name;
Mayor-Elect Paul Grieve said 
lYiday he agreed with the man he 
is replacing on council. ,
"1 think it's an o.xcollenl idea,” 
Grieve told '11)0 Review,
"Right now, we're relegated to 
lK«ing Outer Saanich: one of three 
mimieipalitieH with the same 
name,
"If we’re going to make an 
impression as an independen 
area, we should have oui’ own 
oame. something which sets u
apart from the bther.s,’'
Grieve said he could think of no 
new I’anties, l)ut saiti imy name 
change would have to lie 
s 0 tn e t h i n g n o n - c o n t e n U o 11 s, 
something that wouldn’t svilit Uic 
community down tlie middle."
He said that wiuiki inobahly 
pretty well rule out using a name 
of one of tbe areas now in Ibe 
inuiiicipabty: llic residcu!:'. ui 
Tsebimi Harbor iirobably 
wouldnTbe too happy at having 
Ihonamecbange lo Patricia Bay, 
nor would the people o| Canoe 
Cove be too likely lo; be happy at: 
having the name vebanged to 
something like Dean Pai'k.
Gr i eve, I on. suggest ed t appit)g 
the Indian: heritage of the 
jviunicipality for a i'KtSKit)le new 
name for North Saanich.
Tie said he has considered 
meeting with tlie band councils of 
the Two fndbm bands within the 
municipality to discuss tlie 
question withThem.
Ikith men said tin.' community 
would liaye to be involved in any 
move:;, lo, cliange tin: 
inunicipalliy's name.
Boll) iaigg(?stcd Ibe po.ssibilily 
(if a coniesi to searcli foi' a aew
mime for tlie munieipalily, witli 
entri(‘S sought from all Norlli 
,Saaiiieiv resideiil.s,
(diitimied on Page a
By STEPHEN BREWER 
Review Editor
Plans for a multi-million dollar 
shopping centre and multiple 
family housing development 
were unveiled in Central Saanich 
Monday.
Preliminary plans for the 
development — which would 
replace 10 acres of apple or­
chards at the corner of Cultra and 
east Saanich Roads — was put 
before council’s subdivision and 
zoning committee by a trio of 
Victoria developers and design 
engineers.
The development, to be known 
as "Orchard Plaza’’, was 
presented to the committee 
whose members were aldermen 
sitting as a committee — so it 
could consider the possibility of a 
land-use contract to make the 
proposal a reality, the trio said.
Milton Tisdale, a Victoria 
design consultant, told aldermen 
he and his associates had come 
before the committee to discuss 
the proposal in principle, adding 
the plans being presented were 
“very much in the preliminary 
stages”.
He described Orchard Plaza as 
a "neighborhood shopping 
centre,: which would include a 
multi-family housing area 
designed to meet what we agree 
would be suitable for future 
■'needs”..-':,.'
The development would come 
in two phases, Tisdale said:
T --# The first would be^ 
development and construction of 
the shopping centre itself, a 
pf-oject he told reporters after the 
meeting; would :cost oyer$i 
million for building costs alone.
The centre would include an 
outlet for a major supermarket 
chain, a bank, professional of­
fices and, possibly, an outlet for 
the provincial Liquor Control 
Board and a library.
'rhe centrci according to plans 
shown to aldermen Monday, 
would include at least one 
covered mall and a treed 
breozeway.
•— The second stage of 
development would be the con­
struction of the multi-family 
housing units, a project none of 
the three would discuss in depth 
"It’.s impossible to talk about 
that stage until we know what 
council wants there, what density 
Ihey’re willing to have and what
kind of housing they want," Don 
Bodel — of Dominion Con­
struction, the developers who 
want to build Orchard Plaza —- 
told The Review.
Aldermen were cool in their 
reception of the proposal, finally 
referring it to Central Saanich's 
advisory planning commission 
(APC) for consideration.
Under questioning by aider- 
men, Tisdale said he and his 
companions had now known 
Central Saanich had an APC, 
adding they had appeared “just 
to chat, to discuss alternatives”.
Bodell said his company had a 
great deal of experience in 
developing centres such as the 
one proposed for Central 
Saanich, adding Dominion is now 
in the process of building new 
shopping centres in Nanaimo, 
Courtenay and Campbell River.
“But we’re particularly ex­
cited” about the Central Saanich 
proposal, he said, “because it’s 
ideally suited for this type of 
development.”
He repeated that the plans put 
before council were “a very 
[ rough model” which didn’t in­
dicate the final plans “in any 
sense.”
"What we’ve brought you 
tonight is just a general outline of 
w'hat we hope to do,” Tisdale
added'., 'y:.',;
He said both he and Dominion 
hoped [ to keep as many of the 
apple trees how covering the land 
as' possible. [,:[
;‘‘We’re very flexible and will 
alter our plans to fit your needs;” 
the design consultant said.
:: ;Th [spite of
'Tisdale, Bodel and Dick Moore 
representing F e r n dale 
Developments, the company 
which riow [ owns The; land — 
aldermen were non-commital in 
their response to the proposal.
Most aldermen agreed the 
proposal was "premature 
saying they felt serious 
discussion of it should wait until 
Central Saanich has finalized its 
community plan, a project which 
cannot go ahead until the 
municipality is told which por­
tions of its area will be included 
in the agricultural land reserve 
ordered by the provincial 
government.
“This centre could be in the 
wrong place altogether, as far as 
our overall plan is concerned,’
Aid. Dave Hill said.
.Md. Zach Hamilton — one of 
(lie most probing questioners of 
tlie developers — hurried to 
agree:
"I would not be prepared to
approve this, in principle or in 
any other way , until things are a 
lot more settled,” he said.
Hamilton then moved 
theproposal be referred to the 
CoiiUuued on Page 3
Writo To Suntu<
ONLY CSiristmas doesn’t come 
for a while yet, but it's 
already time to start 
thinking about writing 
letters to Santa.
To help make that a little 
easier this year, The 
Review has made 
arrangements for 
receiving mail addressed 
to the Christmas Elf at its 
Third Street offices.
l,etters to Santa may be 
addressed to him care of 
The Review, Post Office 
iSox 2070, Sidney; after 
being published in the 
newspaper, the letters will 
be forwarded to him at the 
North Pole.
Mldflem Wiriiig[
With no discussion whatever, 
Sidney- council's proposed A-1 
Residential zoning amendment 
by-law was defeated — through 
lack oL a tworthirds; majorityj 
Monday.
V Aidi WilkieSGa^^
Fred Robinson — both Of whom 
have opposed the by-law 
amendment throughout the first 
three readings— cast the 
negative votesv
’ Major change resulting frorn,: 
the by-law amendment — and a' 
companion subdivision amend­
ment — would have been the 
requirement of underground 
wiring in new subdivisions on 
parcels over two acres in size.
Lots facing streets where 
above ground wiring already 
existed would have been 
exempted from the by-law’s 
provisions.
At a public hearing held in 
October, strong opposition to the 
amendment came from con­
tractors and developers, who 
maintained that it would result in
increased costs to new home 
purchasers of nearly $1,000.; ; ;
This figure was consistenlty 
[ questioned by Mayor Stan Dear 
and other members of council, 
who had been told by Prince 
Gwrge municipal staff thaLtkeir-^ 
costs were lesk than; $400T3erTbL a:
Aid. Chris Andersen, 
;throughout previous discussions 
of the amendment; toldv council f 
that [ municipalities, throughout ; : 
North America were requiring ;; 
underground wiring •— using the 
nearby districts of Saanich arid 
Centra! Saanich as examples.
Although he had no comments 
to offer bn Monday, Aid. 
Robinson had previously opposed 
the amendment on grounds that 
the aesthetic gains from below­
ground wiring were not im­
portant.
Gardner’s opposition, while 
never clearly stated, seemed to 
centre on concern for the cost 
that would be added to new 








RY IAN® C;®MMISSE®N REEING
Tlie provinciiil land coni' 
mission h.'i.s .saved Norlli Saaiiieli 
from hi'eorning; ii city, Mayor- 
elect. Pan! Grieve snid Friday., 
'Die ('omnrhisioM made Ilie 
reseiie Ity (urniiig liiumiis down 
on a prniMiHed $15 million housing 
develpi.nnenl on a iBitraere 
Kiiidswnod sife wllliin the 
munieipalily;,he said. [[ [ ,[
Had llie dovelopmeiil - at llio 
inlerHeeliiin of Wain and Weld
Saanicl) Roafis -..iiecn allowed to
goaliead, it would have inci eased 
Norlli Haanleh'.s population Try 
niroul 1,(100, llie mayor-elect said, 
a Jump of alioiil ‘.’.5 per cent,
The jump would liave pu.slied 
Norlli .Saaitieli'k’populallon past 
llie .5,000 mark, the legal
maximum before a niunicipallly 
Is foreed to become a city.
Becoming a city would Iiave 
meant council would have been 
forced lo assume a greater 
ixrriion of the municipality's 
IKilieing costs, now paid by llie 
provincial govermnenl,
Tlie new Hiatus would have aiso 
Tionuled niher service costs. 
Grieve .said; Uiohc increased 
costs woiiid have boeii Just 
covered liy iricreased revenue 
from the development,
The whole KIngswood 
development, Iherefore, would 
liave been of no eeoriomie Ironefil 
to Ihe eommuiiily, he added
urievo's eommeiitfi came alter
retiring North .Saanieh MtiVor
Trevor Davis told The Review ho 
had learned the provincial land 
commission had decided not to 
exempt the profrosed develop­
ment from tlie agricultural Intul 
reserve plan, thereby killing tho 
proixisnl once and for all,
Davis said he lind gotten word 
of the decision Friday, after aii 
appeal by Victoria developer 
W.G,.Ellis to’have the Kingswood 
alto oxempicd from the. lawl 
reserve plan,
Ellia-'whb offered no comment 
on the decision -" hod planned to 
use the silo to crenlr tlie ‘i^o. 
home KirigHWobd Golf and 
Country Club, a (levelopmcMt 
wlilcli would haveTncluded an ltlJ 
liole golf course.
The project wa.s originally
approved in principlo by North 
.Saanich council In 1971; aider- 
men adopted a bylaw in June, 
1972, which designated the. site a 
development area.
Davis refused to sign that 
bylaw, starting a . legal battle 
which finally cneded up In the 
Supreme Court of British 
Columbia; in that court, Mrs, 
Ju,slice R,A, Woolon ruled Davis 
was remiss In refusing to sign the 
bylaw and ordered him to do so. 
Before Davis could set pen to 
paper, however, the land was 
frozen ns an agricultural site by a 
Docemhori 1072, provincial 
cabinet order-ln-councll,
' After the I jmd Commission Act 
was passed, Ellis appealed to iihe 
provincial government for
exemption of the properly from 
the reserve plan; that appeal was 
the one the commission turned 
down Friday.
Now that the development is 
dead, Davis said Friday, the 
municipality should ''give o lot of 
thought" to the idea of buying the 
land from Ellis.
The property, worth about 
$250,000, could bo used for 
parkland,The mayor said.
Grieve agreed, saying ho felt 
The question should be put before 
the voters as a referendum,
He said the municipality was 
looking at about $1,000 on acre to 
buy the land, adding the site - If 
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JulMt Water Fretoe Hlmted Fer Sidney 9 Mertli Saamieli
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By STEPHEN BREWER 
Review Editor
Sidney and North Saanich will 
probably work together 'to seek a 
solution to the water problems 
facing both municipalities, the 
mayors-elect of the two 
municipaliteis said Monday.
The announcement was made 
by North . Saanich Mayor-Elect 
Paul Grieve and was confirmed 
just minutes later by Sidney 
Mavor Stan Dear.
The two said thev had
discussed the project of a joint 
investigation of possible water 
sources, but added they had not 
yet'come up with a firm proposal 
to establish the joint committee 
they envision to bring before 
their respective councils.
The news of the possible joint 
committee was leaked by Grieve 
as he gave a point-by-point 
rebuttal to statements made 
Saturday by North Saan­
ich Aid. H.A. “Barney” Taylor.
Taylor, who will retire from the 
council at year’s end, told a 
Victoria daily newspaper the 
water shortage on the peninsula 
was nothing but political hum­
bug.
“If the politicians would keep 
their noses out of it and let the 
engineers go to work, they would 
discover the whole peninsula is 
sitting on one big reservoir of 
fresh water,” Taylor was quoted 
as having said.
F&m LEAKING WASTE
Royal Hak Owners Fined
“I hope he’s right,” Grieve told 
TTie Review in a telephone in­
terview Monday.
Dear was not as optomistic:
“Up to now, nobody’s been able 
to find it, if it’s there,” the Sidney 
mayor said.
“I can tell you there just is not 
a reservoir under Sidney.
“The Sidney Waterworks have 
been looking for one for some 
time, and they’ve found nothing.”
Taylor based his argument — 
which included the claim there 
was no need to halt development 
for lack of water in either North 
Saanich or Sidney — on his 
assessment of current known 
water sources on the peninsula, 
the Victoria paper said.
Grieve refuted the claim, 
saying that, at present, there is a 
very real need to limit 
development.
Right now, we just can’t be 
sure the water is there,” the 
mayor-elect said, “nor is it 
presently available.
“Several wells have been 
drilled in Sidney, for example, 
that have had to be abandoned 
because they were too salty.”
Taylor said a well he was 
responsible for drilling in North 
Saanich’s Dean Park area earlier 
this year is now producing close 
to 50,000 gallons of water a day, 
adding the well is now supplying 
the entire southeastern area of 
the municipality.
That, Grieve said, was only 
partially true.
The well Taylor was referring 
to, he said, was certainly “very 
useful” __ but it was not sup­
plying water to the entire area.
“It only augments the supply 
from Elk Lake,” the mayor-elect 
said; “it allows the area to hold 
the line and not run short, but 
that’s all.”
Taylor also mentioned another 
well, on private property, which 
is capable of producing 200,000 to 
300,000 gallons of water daily.
He was quoted as having said it 
would be an easy matter for the 
Deep Cove Waterworks to 
negotiate a water price for the 
supply from that well and to run
about 2,000 feet of four-inch pipe 
to connect it with existing mains.
“With this added supply to the 
system, the whole north end of 
the peninsula could be supplied 
with fresh water,” Taylor was 
quoted as having said.
“This would also relieve any 
shortage in Sidney.”
The fact that the well is on 
private property — land owned 
by Victoria developer W.G. Ellis 
— complicates the matter a 
bit, Grieve responded.
Existing legislation makes it 
very difficult for public bodies to 
buy water from private wells, he 
said, because the water supply 
offered to the public must be 
reliable.
Buyi g wa er om private 
individuals is an “uncertain” 
business, he said, because it can 
be subject to the “capricious 
whims” of the well owner.
The mayor-elect — who pointed 
out Taylor has been in charge of 
the water question in North 
Saanich for a year-and-a-half — 
termed the alderman’s solution 
“simplistic at best”.
The most viable solution to the 
problem would probably come 
from the joint committee he and 
Dear are proposing, Grieve said.
That solution could be identical 
to Taylor’s, or could incorporate 
several of his ideas, the mayor- 
elect added — “but only study 
will tell us that.”
The four owners of the Royal 
Oak Inn were fined $100 each in 
Victoria Provincial Court 
Wednesday, after they pleaded 
guilty to a joint charge of 
violating the provincial Pollution 
Control Act.
The four — all brothers — were 
given the fines by provincial 
court Judge William Ostler.
Joseph and Foster Isherwood 
appeared ini the court to answer 
the charge against them and 
their brothers, George and John.
The brothers were charged 
with allowing treated domestic 
waste from their hotel to run onto 
a neighbor’s property Sept. 13.
Tlie discharge of the treated 
waste violated the hotel’s
Pollution Control Board permit, I opened two lagoon valves at the 
which calls for dispersal of the 1 same time, 
treated waste by spray irrigation One of the valves was closed as 
only. I soon as the mistake was
Thelsherwoodsandprosecutor j discovered.
Bruce Awards told Ostler the 1 Spread of the effluent had 
motor-driven pump for the spray 1 already started by then, 
irrigation system was not j however; it was speeded by 
working the day of the incident underground tile, which the 
which led to the charge. Isherwoods didn’t know existed.
The system includes a complex ITiey found later the tile had 
of three separate lagoons, at been laid about 50 years ago to 
different levels in a 12-acre field I help drain farmland, 
near the hotel. 1 since been removed.
Evaporation is one of the j Ostler was told, 
primary working factors in the j Edwards said he knew of only 
system — the levels of the one case of a similar charge in 
lagoons were being changed on j British Columbia, involving an 
the day of the incident, the court industrial firm polluting a lake on 
was told, and workers mistakenly j the mainland.
The fine in that case had been 
j $700 he told Ostler.
he judge, speaking before he 
passed sentence, said pollution 
MJMC W&gr&BB 1 control was a matter of “very
IS
Two Saanich Peninsula 
residents were anaong 1,062 
students who were awarded 
academic degrees at the Nov. 14 
meetingof the University of 
British Columbia Senate in
V"'.:'yancoiiyer..
: The two—- Jack l^yah Painter;
of Saanichton. and Beverly 
Elizabth Short, of Sidney —- 
completed degree requirements 
at UBC’s intersession, (which 
runs from May through July), 
during the summer session in 
July or August, or otherwise over 
the summer months.
Panter, who was av;arded a 
Master of Arts degree, and Short, 
awarded a B achelor of 
- Recreation Education, have the;; 
option of receiving their degrees 
immediately by mail; or of ap-
great public interest and im- 
pearing at UBC’s 1974 spring 1 portance,’’^ but added he was 
congregation next May, when
UBC Chancellor Nathan Tl the Isherwoods had made a very 
Memetz will preside over formal ^ ®
degree-granting ceremonies. 1 li^^^tations of their permit.
Where meats are a specialty, not a sideline
BUTGHEBS: ■















cancelled: PORK BUn STEAKS
19
lb.
At the suggestion of Aid. 
Fred; Robinson, Sidney council 
will hold only one meeting during 
December.
Explaining that the regular 
session fell on Dec. 24, Mayor 
Stan Dear asked council whether 
they wanted to meet on Dec. 17 
instead — or, possibly, on 
Thursday, Dec. 27.
“Cancel it,” was Robinson’s 
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Wharf Problems Bug Fishermeu
BY GEORGE MANNING 
Special to The Review 
Commercial fishermen in 
Sidney sthl aren’t happy with the 
way the town operates the 
Government wharf in Tsehum 
Harbor.
A spokesman for the fisher­
men, William Lumley, of 10166 - 
Fifth Street, told council Monday 
that those using the wharf were 
“beginning to wonder when it will 
be cleaned up’’.
The main complain is that 
there are “far too many pleasure 
boats” still moored at the facility
— reserved for licenced fishing 
vessels during the winter months
— Lumley said.
“You promised to take our
side,” Lumley told the mayor and 
aldermen, “but you haven’t yet.”
Parking regulation changes 
are not to the fishermen’s 
satisfaction either, he said, and 
have “got things balled up worse 
than ever”.
Lumley said a car which had 
been towed off the wharf recently 
belonged to “an old, crippled 
fisherman” who lives aboard his 
boat at the wharf.
Replying to Lumley’s charges. 
Mayor Stan Dear explained that 
steps were being taken by the 
town to have pleasure boats
removed from the wharf.
Notices had been posted on all 
offending vessels, he said, and 
registered letters would be sent 
to owners of those boats which 
have not yet been removed.
‘We have to give them time, 
though,” the mayor said, 
probably a month.”
As far as parking on the wharf 
was concerned, the mayor and at 
least one member of council had 
little sympathy for the com­
plaints.
“You agreed that there would 
be no parking on the wharf except 
for unloading,” the mayor said. 
‘We tried to get co-operation.” 
‘But some (of you) park there 
all night and we have asked the 
RCMP to co-operate,” Dear 
explained.
Lumley replied that the 
fishermen did not want as many 
parking restrictions on the dick, 
and would be happy if only spaces 
for fire hydrants and winches 
were left open.
“You couldn’t get an 
emergency vehicle down there to 
save your soul,” Aid. Clirist 
Aferson told Lumley, his voice 
rising.
“If we can’t solve this,” An 
derson said, “I’m ready to dump 
it back on the federal govern­
ment.”
Mayor Dear explained yellow 
lines had been painted on the 
wharf in an attempt to eliminate 
all parking, with the exception of 
loading and unloading.
“On the floats there are signs 
saying ‘Fishing Boats Only’ —• 
nobody pays any attention to 
those signs either,” Lumley 
replied.
He promised, however, that he 
would take up the matter of 
parking “with the boys”.
At this point, town clerk Geoff 
Logan interrupted to read from 
the federal government wharf 
regulations.
These made it clear that it is a 
violation of federal regulations to 
drive or park on a federal wharf 
for any purpose except to load or 
unload passengers or supplies.
Picking up on Lumley’s 
remarks about the owner of the 
car that had been towed away. 
Aid. Fred Robinson pointed out 
that it was a violation of the 
town’s bylaws to live aboard a 
boat at the wharf.
He was told by the mayor, 
however, that action could only 
be taken if there was evidence 
that the boat was discharing 
effluent.
Problems with pleasure boats
moored where the fishermen 
believe they have priority is not 
new.
Late last year, while the wharf 
was still under federal govern­
ment management, Sidney 
photographer Dane Campbell 
was formally ordered to remove 
his 40-foot ketch ‘Native Girl’ 
from her berth.
The government, through 
harbors and wharves ad­
ministrator C.E. Brooks, ordered 
the craft out three days before 
Christmas — then were 
unavailable for discussion of the 
problem until early in January.
Although disagreeing 
primarily with the manner in 
which the government chose to 
advise him that he was no longer 
welcome'at the wharf, Campbell 
also criticised the whole concept 
of reserving dock space ex­
clusively for licenced fishing 
craft.
“This is a public wharf,” 
claimed Campbell, saying that a 
federal employee kept trying to 
draw comparisons between 
automobile parking regulations 
and the ‘fish boats only’ 
designations along the busy 
wharf.
“Its like a town council 
reserving public parking spaces
and
con­
fer employees of Safeway - 
no one else,” Campbell 
tended.
At the end of Monday’s 
discussion, council agreed to
again meet with a delegation of 
fishermen — next Monday at 8:30 
p.m. — and to have the gown- 







Culligan has fully automatic 
water conditioners to clear 
up rust, bad taste, and 
odor. Start now to enjoy 
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crystal clear soft water.
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Central Saanich has a new 
alderman - Earle Tabor.
That became inevitable last 
Wednesday, when incumbent 
alderman Percy Lazarz an­
nounced he would not seek a 
judicial recount of the ballots 
cast in the municipality’s civic 
elections Nov. 17.
At the same time, Lazarz 
announced he will likely retire 
from political life in Central 
Saanich. ;
'The possibility of a recount by a 
ju^e of the County Court came 
after Lazarz was defeated in the 
election by just one vote; 
returning officer Fred Durrand 
cast that deciding yote after 
determining Lazarz and Tabor 
V had tied at the polls, with 601 
■ votes -each.-::--■,
Under the Municipal Act, the 
returnng officer casts the 
deciding ballot in case of a tie.
Durrand made his decision for 
Tabor after examining the 
spoiled ballots cast in the elec 
tions, to determine the trend the
voting seemed to follow.
“I was satisfied that 
((Durrand) did a just job,” 
Lazarz said when announcing he 
would not seek the recount.
A veteran of six years on 
council, Lazarz said he was 
looking forward to some 
relaxation now that he is no 
longer an alderman.
Aldermen perform a “com­
munity service” by sitting on 
council, he said; “I never did 
play politics and I never will,” he 
added.^'.'-
On Friday, Tabor said he felt 
Lazarz had acted“in the same 
manner 1 would have, had the 
po^sitions been reversedv”
“I don’t really believe there 
wak any basis for another 
recount,” Tabor told The Review 
in a telephone interview.
“The ballots were counted, and 
recounted, very carefully; we 
both had three people there to 
help count and there were three 
impartial lieople helping with the 
counting.;
“Between the nine of them, 
they must have been very, very 
sure of the count.”
Tabor said he wanted to 
commend Lazarz for his past
work on council and for his 
decision not to seek a recount.
“I don’t bear him any ill will,” 
the new alderman said,“I never 
have.,
“It’s unfortunate that someone 
has to lose these elections, but 
someone must.
“Lazarz has done a lot for the 
community... .I’m very sorry to 
hear he’s thinking of retiring 
from public life.”
. :L. i
A CHANGE of : V : ^
.v-:::;:"; ,; 'PAGE?:V,;
North Saanich council has 
written to the town of Sidney, 
agreeing to pay half the. costs of 
patching pavement in the Sidney 





Congratulations to Mrs. 
Margaret Cream, 10307 
Bowerbank Rd. winner 
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Thank you to all who 
helped to make this a
Grieve said the idea was 
nothing more than that; if it met 
with serious opposition from a 
large segment of the 
municipality, it would be dropped 
immediately.
The change of name would not 
entail much expense, both men 
said.
The actual change would
From Fuge 0ne
Central .Saanich APC, “to bo 
considered in conjunction with 
our overall plan".
“1 can’t really see this going to 
the APC before we've completed 
that overall plan," Aid, Jean 
Butler said.
“Tliis site la ideally suited , 
we'd appreciate the chance to 
discass it with your APC, to 
explain vvhy we feel this way,” 
Bodel interjected.
Council finally voted, 
unanimously, to refer the 
profjosal to the APC.
After the meeting, Bodel told 
Tlie Review his company wanted 
to start work on tho development 
"ns soon ns possible," adding he 
and his companions had ap* 
fveared before the committee to 
“seek a spirit of co-operation”, 
The three said they had no 
further copier, of the plon,*5 they 
had presented to council, adding 
(hey felt release of the rougli 
drawings at Diis lime would be 
premnfure.
Municipal clerk Fred Durrand 
anriv'd, snvinr? he felt release of 
the sketcheii should wail until 
something more concrete had 
lx*en plaewl Itefore council,
A model of theproposed 
development was on display in 
the council chamber after the 
meeting, however,
require only a resolution from 
council and permission from the 
provincial government to amend 
the I.etters Patent which in­
corporate the district.
Tlie biggest expense. Grieve 
said, would be the gradual 
phasing out of the name North 
Saanich on municipal let­
terheads, vehicles and legal 
documents.
Ncigher man said the idea for 
the name change had gone past 
the idea .stage,
No plans have been made to 
submit the idea to council or to 
the people, they said, nor has 
serious consideration been given 
to the problems the name change 
might cause.
But the Idea is there,...and





BUSY CHRISTMAS IS A GOOD TIME
To^'TET us;;eo6K
Our Crisp Kenifucky Stylo Chlckon With Potato Wodgos 
Piping Hot When You Pick It Up.
Makos A Pin© Wlntor Evoning Moal
PHONE NOW 656 5331
SIDNEY






lit+le deers are at it again : \Manderir\g onU) the airport 
makinq nuisances of +kiemse|ves/ But instead of having the RCMPTHeand making -------------- --------------------
shoot the deer, as has been suggested, uJhy not....
.. TRySOME PSYCHOLOey,
The dust from the civic elections hasn’t 
even settled yet, but the mayors-elect of 
Sidney and North Saanich are already 
talking about making an effort to co- 
operate more with one another.
The announcement this week that Paul 
Grieve and Stan Dear have already held 
discussions on the possibility of 
establishing a joint committee to explore 
possible solutions to the peninsula’s 
water problems is a welcome one.
It means the two men are already 
thinking in terms of co-operating with 
each other on vital matters which affect 
their municipalities jointly.
This is the sort of co-operation The 
Review was advocating several weeks 
ago, when it suggested the three penin 
sula municipalities get together to talk 
together about important issues, in­
cluding water, recreation and roads.
We are a bit. disappointed that Dear 
and Grieve didn’t include Centra 
Saanich Mayor Archie Galbraith in their 
discussions; but, even so, the two men 
have taken a step in the right direction.
The establishment of the particular 
committee the two mayors-elect propose 
is especially welcome because the
committee would be looking for a solution 
to the water problem which has so long 
plagued the peninsula.
We feel the problem is too big to be 
ironed out by one man, or by several men 
working in isolation from one another.
Peninsula MLA Hugh Curtis’ com­
mittee — set up earlier this year to deal 
with the same problem — appeared, on 
the surface, to be working toward the 
same goal.
The problem with that committee, as 
we see it, is that it included represen­
tatives from the municipal councils and 
from the myriad water boards and 
waterworks around the municipality.
While neither Grieve nor Dear said as 
much, we hope the committee they en­
vision will work towards establishment of 
one central water board for the entire 
peninsula, a goal towards which the 
Curtis committee was not aiming.
But, even if the new committee doesn’t 
move in that direction, even if it doesn’t 
solve any of the problems, we would still 
welcome its creation. .
Only by working trogether can we solve 
the problems we share together.
...SIMPLY MAViETriSM EASieR Fog.'IHePIU)TS 
Tc? S5E-AtiD TWOS AMOID. ,,
... \P SCARECROWS \MORKON
TRV A SCAR&Pae/?. . r
TH6 , 
^RASSf
. WITH THE ASSlSTAhiCE OF THSS S. 
KLAUS FetLOW, TEACH THE DSERTo 
Co-eXiST WITH AIRPLANES,ToTHeiR 
mutual ADVANTA6E-

















Review Endorsements Jn M^d Taste\ ^Unfair^
i
It is not considered proper, in 
newspaper circles, to criticise other 
newspapers, particularly those who are 
considered your opposition.
The unwritten rule is to leave them 
strictly alone, mentioning them only 
when inevitable and never using their 
'.names.',
We at The Review generally subscribe 
to thii rule. ; . but we are about to break it.
We feel the question is too important to 
ignore, the problem of such potential 
magnitude that we dbnT want anyone in a 
downtown Victoria office to think we’re 
not talking about them and their paper. 




Tide their bikes to deliver copies of T 
Victoria Tirhes and The Dahy GolbriisL to 
peninsula homes.
It’s winter now,and it’s alrhost always 
: darlc when these young boys and girls 
make their rounds.
do it while wearing.
dark coats, on bicycles with no 
leadlights, tail lights or even reflectors.
They are, in short, inviting tragedy, by 
rhaking themselves all but invisible to the 
drivers who use the roads and streets‘on 
which they deliver their newspapers each 
day.'
We feel the two Victoria dailies should 
exercise a bit more control over their
carriers.';':,/;''''''
We recognise many (probably most) of 
the carriers are never seen by a 
representative of the newspaper.
But if the papers would take the extra 
time; and trouble, to first make, then 
enforce, safety rules for their ca:rriers, 
tragedy could be avoided;
The papers could even issue headlamps 
and reflectbrized decals to their carriers, 
along with their delivery bags.
It m^ight cost tiierri a bit more money 1. 
but how much is a child’s life worth?
■' i?
,• V-',




' . STEPHEN BREWER 
' .'Editor;"
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Editor, The Review, Sir:
I wish to extend my personal 
thanks to those who voted for me 
and who have not lost their 
confidence in me.
I am a concerned citizen, not a 
politician.
My interest in this town’s 
welfare did not happen when I 
became a prospeclive candidate 
for council, but many years ago.
I have been involved, and still 
am, in many facets in youth 
organizations.
I am working to make'this town 
just a little better place in which 
to live.
A candidate should make 
known what he stands for, and —• 
equally important — he should 
make known what he does not 
stand for.
Three days before elections, 
with no chance of rebuttal -— good 
strategy this; paper: sa\v fit 
1.0 use its power of suggestion.
To me, this spel|s out that, out 
of seven candidVes (one by 
acclamation),; two are unfit to 
stand for electioiv!and obviously 
are second-class citizens.
■ I, for one, resent a profit- 
makihg business telling me and 
other Sidneyites,; without foun­
dation and research, for whom 
we should vote in any election, 
and not giving credit of in­
telligence where It belongs — to 
the people.
A few elections ago this same 
newspaper accused the people of 
Sidney of apathy, and again this 
year, for not coming forth as 
candidates.
Small wonder, if this is what 
they must suffer (or their efforts.
Don’t you thinUhis is in rather 
bad taste for a sinall town?
This unfair competition, be it 
patronage or favoritism, is a low 
form of publicity and against my 
democratic right,
If you had anything against my
past or present performance 
regarding the welfare of this 
town of Sidney, I could un­
derstand your attitude, but as you 
obviously have not even taken the 
trouble to enquire into my 
physical contributions during my 
residence here, I take great 
exception to being made to ap­
pear insignificant by being 
completely ignored.
Fair is fair, Mr. Editor, and if 
you would try a little of it, maybe 
you could make a worthwile 
contribution to this area in which 
you live and glean your 
livelihood.
Bernard H. Ethier 
2245 James White 
Sidney
Battle Continued
Editor, 'riie Review; Sir:
Though the electionp is ever, 
Aid. Robinson seems bent on 
continuing his battle of misin­
formation in his latest letter in 
The Revievy, wherein he tosses 
dollars and mills about with great 
abandon. The figures he quotes
are pure conjecture and will not 
stand up under close scrutiny; 
nor will the SPARA budget, 
which he still insists council 
should have accepted.
The SPARA budget submitted 
to council by Mr. Murray Stockall 
on April 25, 1972, showed an 
operating revenue for the ice 
arena and curling rink of 
$121,000, against expenditures of 
$57,000, to yield a profit for the 
year of $63,557. No estimates 
were ever received for the 
operation of the 50-metre pool, 
pha.se two of the proposal.
In October of this year, council 
received from Mr. W. H. Young, 
Saanich recreation director, 
estimates of revenues an_d,..ex; 
penditures based on faciliti 
operating in the Greater Victoria 
area.111630 estimates showed a 
net annual loss of $30,()00 on the 
25-metre pool.
These estimates, prepared by a 
competent authority, were 
summarized in the referendum 
brochure presented to the public 
by council. V ^
Aid. Robinson refuses to accept 
these figures; instead, he insists 
that his own figures are more 
reliable. Now just who is 
misleading whom?
His attitude here is typical of 
his attitude during his two and 
one-half years on council.
Aid. Robinson consistently 
disputed or refused outright to 
accept information and advice 
from the Victoria city hall. Oak 
Bay municipal hall, Willis, 
Cunliffe and Tait (town 
engineers), the Capital Region 
Finance Authority, the provincial 
government and the federal 
government. In short, he con­
tinually insisted that his ideas, or 
information obtained from his 
own private sources, were ntiore 
valid or accurate than those 
obtained from competent 
authorities.
The most recent example is his 
insistence that the town can lease 
or purchase sufficient airport 
land for a recreation centre, in 
spite of a letter from the federal 
government stating that no ad
ditional land is available at this 
time.
Aid. Robinson’s “one last 
thought’’ is also a typical 
example of a nasty little bit of 
innuendo calculated to un­
dermine and destroy. To destroy 
is easy; to build, difficult. One 
can destroy in an hour what may 
lave taken years to build. To 
criticize is easy; to improve, 
difficult. There surely is not an 
organization or a person in 
Sidney that could not be 
criticized, if one seeks to ferret 
out something to criticize.
A real service to Sidney could 
have been performed by Aid. 
Robinson during his term on 
council, had he criticized con­
structively and worked positively 
for improvement, instead of 
throwing down his papers and 
pouting whenever he failed to get 
:his .own: way;:'.''
He how has set himself an easy 
task during the coming year. He 
suggests in his letter that he will 
continue to criticize with less 
hesitancy than before, though 
goodness knows hesitancy to 
criticize was never one of his 
virtues!





Advent Sunday, Dec.2 
8.30 a .m. Holy Communion 
11.00 a .m. Morning Prayer
Rev. W. Dobson 
6.52-3860
Sometimes, ns every woman knows, tlie beast in n man emerges 
;;over the ^ost li'ivial thing. ; ^
Take, ior example, the way a friend of mine reacts wiien liis wife
chews,.gum, ,;''V
You couldn't hope to find a more quiet, pleasant, even-tempered 
'.. followThUt .Ed.'"',:'.
IJut the moment his wile's Jaw starts working that way, his eyes get 
all small and piggy and there's a doep-dowtvmeanness about him you 
.."-'Just couldn't'believe..,
'tLopks like it’s milklngtlmo ugaln; eh, Madge?'! he’ll say, ;;
Or. sninethineH. ‘‘How nre IhlriniH in the dnirv?"
1':.
: 1 . ' '
, ometimes,"Ho a c t ings i a y
Wlien he first made such remarks, sliortly after their marri 
Madge would prolc.5t and say that she liked to cliew gum, just as he 
liked to smoko his slinking cigar, : ^ ^
fiut nowaday®— and they're entering their firteenth year in the ring 
— it almost ;seems as if Madge is doing it deliberately, as if to siiow iter 
independence, or rnaylx! she jiud enjoys getting liim mad.
You never know with wives,
SJie'll make n groat sho\y,of taking tlie gum out of the wrap|K;r, very 
precisely and with a slight smile on her face.
'riien she puls It in her mouth, over so daintily.
And then she starts chewing away witli a languid, rnetliodienl .sort of




If Eu says anything, slie smiles and then she gels the gum sort of 
bunched up and chews it very rapidly with her front t eeth, looking him 
rigid in the eyrii, and I've ?;<'<'« Fd i.lmn geuing red nf the hf»,"k of his 
■otTk amt watclitd htB fingers clenching and undcjnching, 
lliere were two item in the paper tin? oll>f?r day (hat got me ihinking 
about Ed and Madge and the tiny wedges that can split a marriage ns 
no UmndortKih ever, could. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
Hie first item noted that in the first six months of this year the 
divoroo rale in Canada was Increased 12.S ixt cent oyer ilu? similar
jicriod of last year and Isgoing up idendily.
.Sfimcilhing isobviousiy breaking up a lid o( lannes.
'Jlio second item was al>out a fellow, name of Etnikt Schecfrineolter, 
down in Woonsocket, Rhode Iriand, who got so tired of listening lo «
tuneless whistling sound his wife made that lie liit lier on tlie licad witli 
a clnwliammer, ran tlie 111111111111 full of water, and lielil her under until 
she could whistle IK) more - ever.
I found myself wondering how many of those divorces came riglU 
down to little things like the late Mrs. Scheermnoker'iituneless wliislle 
or ashes spilled on a cat'iiel or the way a woman holdsii cigaret to.
You’dtxi surprised at how many men seetlio Insideiit llie mannered 
way Ihelr wives smoko.
I linvelhouglil of this before Nvhen my wife isleetli-tiipping.
:'Faps lier teeth with her pen when shd’8 writing a iellor,
•: Dr'ives rn'eTraity'ri'
/ Sometimes 1 have Id leave the riionv niid tiaihe m|i;wrisls willi cold 
wnteri';:' .' '""ri
1 suppose if there’s ever a divorce in our family it irill be ixu-ause of 
this teeth-tapping or the way my wife says ''wlf's liver” and 
''adiiesive”.'
I just can’t understand it. ;
.SIhe doe'sp’t use the liroad “a” in anything else,
,Sliedoe.Hti’tsay ”lawff” for "laugh” or “bnwth” for‘'hath.”
But every lime we're going to have calf’s liver sliocallH ft “(.'awve's 
liver.”
llie first time I ever lieard her ,say it I couUIn'l luiderslandmy 
rencilon.
1 was Infuriated.
1 went all cold inside,
“WhaMlo you mean, cawve’s liver?" I Siiid pelulaiilly.
We had a lerrihle fight over it.
Same thing with “adhtmive.”
She says "axtee-sive” and I say “ad hee-sive."
Mry to keep calm.
I try lo tell myself tliat I'ni Ix-ing unreasonnblD, bui , like Emile
United Church 
of Canada
THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF 
LATTER DAY SAINTS 
SIDNEY BRANCH
Meets at Pythian Hall 
976,0 - 4 th Street 
Sunday School 10:15 a.m. 





9:45 a.m. Sunday Bible .School 
11:00 a,m. Morning Worship 
7:00 p.m. Evening Fellowshin 
For information 
Phone 656-5012 




Rest Haven Drive, Sidney 
SERVICES
9:30 a.m. Saturday Study 
11:00 a,m. Worship
7:30 p.m. Wednesday Prayer, 
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor A. Ramsay 
Phono 656-27.56 
656-1121
SIDNEY AND NORTH 
SAANICH 
Rev. R. Hori Pratt 
Church Office-656-3213 
Mausc- 656-1930
ST. JOHN’S DEEP COVE 
.Service of Worship 9.30 a.m.
ST, PAUL’S SIDNEY 
Service of Worship 11.oo a.m. 
Sunday School 11,00 a ,m, 
CENTRAL SAANICH 
UNITED CHURCHES 
Rev, .lolm M, Wood, B.A. 
Cimrch Office 652-2713 
Manse (t52-27‘t«
shady; CREEK, 71»« East 
Saanieh Rond





9925 - 5(h.Si: 6,56-.3,544
Rev. K,W. Ridgway, Pastor
VVe invite you to attend and 
enjoy the loacliing from God’s 
Word and the ministry of the 
Holy Spirit,
' SUNDAY ■ /' V 
Sunday School 16:00 a.m,
Morning Worsliip i 1:00 a.m. 
Evening Praise 7:.00 a,in.
''TUESDAY,
Prayer Meeting 7 :30 p,m,
WEDNF'/ '






Rev, Ivan H. Futter 
652;)!812
Sunday, Dec. 2hd













I’nrish of Norlli Saanich 
l)(x’ember 2rid Advent 1 
ST. ANDREW’S CHURCH 
3rd St „.Sidney 
2 Blocks S of Beacon 
THE FEAST OF ST. AN­
DREWS.
8.00a 111, Holy CommunioiV 
11 15a m, riionilCommunion




9183 E, Saanich Rd.
Rev, E.C. Harper 
656-2,545
SUNDAY
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship ll.oou.m. 
Evangelistic Service 7,00 p.m.
'TUESDAY
Bible Study 7.30p.m,
A Warm Welcome awaits you





9:30 a.m. Tlie Lord’s Supper 
11:00 a.m. Family Bible 
Hour mid Sunday School 
7:00 p.m. Evening .Service
ST. MARY’S
9.00 a .m. I loly Comm union 
9,45 a.m. Family Service
; ST, STEPHEN’S 
11,15 a,ni. Holy Communion 
7,30p.m. Compline with 
Meditation
WK CABB
Dodicaied to Sorvico 
Bonaiblo pricoa
ahc'crmackcr, I feel my irit hand renehlng fnrihe el^wlmmmpt*
You wouldn't think that adiiesive or calf’s liver woidd come up mucli 
in Rio courseof ordinary conversulion, hut tliere nmtinys wluni 1 think
ijiv wife talks aboui nnlhing elf,e,
kseh is the aivful |»\ver of ,a miner Irril ant;
Alxiut all I can do lo keep from homleide is to cliew matriies and ■ 
t»»v ■ vuu should we wh.U that dcrt's to ln*rt
nOl,Y TRINITY CHURCH 
I’alrieia Bay






SDN G with 
THE NIvWCDMBE .SINGERS
656 4876 Rev. R .Sansom
IMlMliaiflgltiNiMUlHlilNl
Peace Luthoran Church 
2295 Weller Avo.
.Sunday sciux II to.OOa.m,
Morning Service li oon.m.
Fellow.Hhlp llour 
,Wc,v'hu';:,day 8 p.m. '




IriT yor & Bible Study
Jesus said
“I am tho IJfiht of tlie World”
MEMORIAL GIFTS
111 Mumioriiim (.lonmiloni* lo ll'«
CANADIAN CANCER 
SOCIETY
Your six community chapels













titft «n miifk (t( r(**p,iiel
iir.lM't (,»(ffif ^(1(51,,,fell, 
fthoulrt tin Idkfin, fvt mfnlinl to, nST 
Avonuif, Hr«
itint to lh« hftttnivttfl Krta «ft uffit'.ifll (ft |h« floriiff
The largest imlepennent, tain. 
lly owned and cmitrolled chain 
In Cnnndn. Rands intnee 1917., 
Von are wetenme to rome in 
to any of our chapela arid see 
the roverent Kurrinmdings;
, / ..■,/ ■■ :::yy'^
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Why Not A Secondary Course In World Religions
BY ROBERT GALLAGHER
The study of man’s religions is 
an important field of instruction 
that has traditionally been ex­
cluded from the public school 
curriculum in British Columbia.
Fortunately, there are signs 
that this picture is now changing.
As a result of the department’s 
recent directive giving school 
districts more autonomy in in­
stituting locally-developed 
courses, several lower mainland
districts have adopted courses in 
world religions.
Yet very little, if any, en­
couragement has been given in 
any of the other 73 districts to 
developing a course in this field.
This lack of recognition of the
pmgm flvm
as se© It
Now We MUST Conserve
The one good aspect of the current oil 
■shortage is the fact that it has made the 
people of North America aware of the 
inexcusable waste of precious, 
irreplacable petroleum resources which 
has not only been permitted, but has 
actually been encouraged in our society.
Because oil has been in abundant 
supply, there has been no thought of 
priorities in its use.
Oil’s value has never been determined 
by any assessment of use, but simply by 
the cost of obtaining and transporting it 
to a market; any market.
When common sense should have 
dictated efforts to conserve oil, the whole 
thrust in the western world has been 
toward converting it into energy.
It has been refined in highly 
sophisticated plants, not to make it more 
valuable in a social sense, but to enable 
society to burn it faster and in a greater 
variety of ways. .
Thanks to the Arab states, the frantic 
striving for more speed and more power 
in the western world has been slowed 
temporarily.
The western world has been black 
mailed into the realization that there has 
to be an end to this senseless waste and 
that it must prepare for the day when the 
oil shorage will be real and not a result of 
power politics.
The western world has known for some 
ime that there are alternative sources of 
energy, many of which are more 
desirable by any standard of 
measurement other than price, than 
petroleum products.
Now, the power play by the Arab states 
has made it politically and economically 
necessary to concentrate efforts on 
research and development leading to 
substitutes for oil in the generation of 
power.
Tidal power, solar power, geothermal 
power — all look much more attractive 
now than they did even two months ago.
Nuclear power is at hand if the public 
decides it wants to use it; and the an­
nouncement last weekend that nuclear 
fusion appears possible with boron adds a 
new and even more attractive form of 
nuclear power to the list.
The program for the future obviously 
must be two-pronged.
The western world must concentrate on 
conserving the supply of petroleum it has 
in every way possible and, at the same 
time, intensify the search for alternative 
sources of power.
If this is done, it will be found when the 
dust has settled that the world is much 





BY DIANNE PEARCE 
Director of Volunteers 
G.R. Pearkes Clinic 
; Through the years, one may 
well have read with much 
pleasure and perhaps a tinge of 
envy, the adventures of those who 
have enjoyed the excitement of
travel, the intrigue of discovery: 
and the splendor of viewing 
niagnificent sights in far . away 
fields.
This adventure; is somewhat 
■'different.,;
; It takes place quite unob­
trusively, within our own area. 




Z THIi] PROBLEM with living in this day and age is that you 
S keep finding out that whatever you’re doing is killing you •- 
^slowly,
Z This little axiom, whicli I’ve known and believed for years,
“ came to mind this week when I was reading my latest copy of
S: Time.
!Z! In the section headed “Medicine”, a Time writer informed me 
^ that, according to experiments performed at some American 
Z: university, I was damned if J did and damned if I didn't..,
S Smoke,drinkcoffeoorgur/.lemilk.tobespeeific,
S The study, I read, had centred on college graduates, from the«.. 
^ timetheygraduateduntilthey reachedtheripeoldageof 35, ^
S It was conducted lo determine which of them would get ulcers, «
S 'I'h'-' t’esult,s showed that anyone who drinks more than twoS 
S cups of coffee a day (and ir» my husiness, we go through two cups ™ 
5 of coffee befor<' we open our eyes in the morningi stands Z 
ZS .somelhing like a 75 pi'rcent better chance of getting ulcers than S 
^.a.iKtin-imhiber'.■■ 'Z
S It also showed that smolUM'S in the exi>eritnent ended up with Z 
“ more ulcers than non-smokers, S
E: Smoking is a preTe((uisite of the journalistic! trade; a re|)orter Z 
S just can’t be a reporter without a slouch hat , dirty overcoat and s 
bull dangling, a-|a-Bogart, from bis lips. 2
iKmoke about a pack-and-n-half in eacli phase of the sun, : “
« That,was tlie l)ad news, , «
IS The goofl news was that peopUj who drink a lot of milk reduee - 
S theireiiances of getting ulcers faiifiistically, particiularly if tl\ey S 
^'drink wliolcnnilk.l 1', ""3
SZ Saved nhlrink at least a (piarl a day I' ' 2
S Welh, not exactly, Time said: tpore bad news, ’ > S
If you drink Ibal much milk, parliciilarly whole milk, you ; 
S niake yourself mori.’ suHceplililc to high bliiod pressure, ar- j 
S terioselerosis and lieai'l ajiacks.due to the high h-webof; 
5 ehloreslerol in cow's juiye, 'j
Z! So. if yo\i drink milk, you’ll die of a heart attack instead of a ; 
2 bleeding ulcer, I
S Now, added to what 1 already knew alxmt my vice.s (an earlier I 
S Univer.'-ity of California study showed the caffeine in a single ■ 
a cup of coffee does more damage to one's chromosones than Ihe ; 
IS standard dime of LSD I, this information up.sel me (piite a hit. j 
2 Kspeeialiy wlien it was (.'oupled with Jin aiiiioimceinenl several I 
Snionlhsago lhat taking loo many u-ven an.v.' multiple vitamins 
2is notonly not necessarily good for rm.', hut may aeimdly he 
Shvirilng me. " ' "■ ■
2 II 'h getting to lie Ipo mucli for my feetile mind (moded, as it is, 
S with mmmierahic Clips u,i coffee, gla.sscs of lailH and luog.sfuls of 
Siiic-oterie over the'.ve,:tr.s) to idwjirb, ;
2 I lltink I've finally liolved the prohlem, Ihougii:
ZS OveMhe weekend, I painslakinglv compiled a list of all Ihe 
2fK'tsons lurking innocently in my eupixiardw and pockets.
S I then set out to gel rid of n'l of thenv, consigning them lo ttie 
2 trash can as nicked I hem off the list,
is My only prohlenvnow. though, is what to do with my hare 
IS!shelve.s and prwkcts,
profound, it does; in qur ac- 
Ccelerated society; give cause to
■ rejoice in the knowledge that we 
live . among hiany selfless, con­
cerned, loving and involved’ 
people.,''-J'
"These are the thousands of 
volunteers who, without thought 
of personal gain or praise, give 
freely of their time, talents and 
emotions to bring a measure of 
comfort, pleasure and enjoyment 
to both children and adults who, 
for one of many reasons, are 
iinable to be the independent 
individuals each of us would like 
lo consider our God-given right.
; For each organization that is 
blessed with dedicated volun­
teers, the magic of success is 
woven of many elements, 
culminating in great benefit to all 
who are involved.
Certainly those in need of 
assistance are being helped, but 
the volunteers are rewarded in so 
many ways: wateliing a han- 
diciipped child’s progress, seeing 
joy reflected in Ihe face of an 
elderly persotv who has been the 
recipient of .some small act of 
kindness, watching the look of 
loneliness disappear from one 
confined who lias had a visit from 
a thoughtful volunteer.
There is nodoubl that giving of, 
one's self brings joy to the 
volunteer just as it enriches, 
heyoiul measure, the programs of; 
“lielping organizations’’,
'riie lumdieapped, the aged and 
the enniined necfi more, not less, 
interest luid assistance than 
ttiose who luive normal faeulties, 
wdio enjoy good heallli and 
,; molillily,,: . ;
Thrmigh Jissocialioii, with 
volunteers, warm friendsliips are 
often formed,"'';,",.,: ■ ',■■:
Emotions do liecome involved 
to n degree, hut isn’t that what 
it’s III! alxiul',’ 1 .
One muHl care, even if an oe- 
ciisioinil tear is shed, a pang of 
I .sorrow suffered,
; Volunleei'S.
I One word to convey so iniich
I ahnut so itianyi 
: Ihisieally. they are coneerned
• people engaged in the worthwhile
■ and rewarfling endeavour of 
; helping the handicapped and
amfined reach ibeir full ixilenlial 
jind.in fuel,encouraging them to 
live the inoKi productive and 
enjoyable life po.SHihlo.
validity of world religions as a 
secondary subject is deliberate, 
and for a number of reasons.
1 wish to discuss these reasons 
and show why none is as valid as 
is sometimes supposed.
1 hope, also, lo demonstrate 
how adopting a course in this 
subject has a number of very real 
advantages within a secondary 
school’s program of studies.
To begin with, it is widely 
assumed by most educators and 
not a few parents that a course in 
world religions would contravene 
the Public Schools Act. since the 
.Act expressly forbids the 
teaching of religious dogmas.
Section 1()7 of the Act reads, in 
part, “the reading of the passage 
of Scripture shall be followed by 
the recitation of the Lord's 
Prayer, but otherwise the schools 
shall be conducted on strictly 
secular and non-sectarian 
principles. The highest morality 
shall be inculcated, but no 
religous dogma or creed shall be 
taught.”
In our tolerant, pluralistic 
society educators and parents 
unanimously agree the public 
school is not the place to instruct 
children along denominational 
lines.
For a province that has 
historically prided itself on the 
separation of church and state 
such a view not only is to be 
expected, but is also realistic.
Second, a course in world 
religions would necessitate a new 
look at a host of religious 
phenomena — the religious ex­
perience, the definition of 
religon, the historical evolution of 
each religion’s basic tenets.
The last may present a 
problem with respect to 
Christianity.
Far from its being the one 
religion whose origins are beyond 
purely historical explanation, 
Christianity would be placed on a 
par with Islamism, Hinduism and 
Buddhism. '
While such a concept may not 
be objectionable to most, the idea 
of teaching Christianity as but 
one of seven or eight religions 
might not be acceptable to a 
minor! ty of parents. A nd because 
school officials are sensitive to 
the; feelings and vieiys of vocal 
minorities, a course of this nature 
is therefore bdst forgotten.:
A third reason for the .lack of 
support for developing courses in 
world religions seem to be the 
reluctance of educators to; ex­
pand an already large 
■curriculum with a ‘fringe’ course 
of this nature.
Given a choice between history 
and religions or literature and 
religions, educators will in­
variably choose the more 
traditional disciplines.
Students, on the other hand, 
may choose otherwise ; but then it 
is not up to the students to 
determine the secondary 
curriculum.
Here world religions is at the 
same disadvantage as 
sociaology, anthropology, 
political science and other ‘now 
subject areas,
Finally, tliere is the problem of
makes it apparent noneot them is 
as supportable as both educators 
and parents generally assume.
In the first place a course in 
world religions would not con­
travene Section 1(57 of tho Act. 
provided it is taught with the 
honesty, integrity and objectivity 
that we expect of all school 
courses.
Teaching world religions 
belongs solely in the secular 
realm; it is concerned with in­
structing students not on the 
truth or falsehood of creeds and 
dogmas, but on their com­
position, purposes and orgins.
Hence the premise for leaching 
this subject is no different from 
that for any other.
Second, those who hestitate lo 
place Christianity on a par with 
other great religions seem lo 
ignore two very important fac­
tors.
On one hand, Christianity is 
but one of numerous world 
religions, a fact we all recognize.
Should we refuse to study the 
basic tenets and beliefs of 
religions adhered to by millions 
of people just because they do not 
coincide with the beliefs held by 
the majority of people in our own 
province?
Do we ignore the historical 
study of Nazism or Communism 
or monarchial rule because these 
political systems place 
democracy as what it is — a 
system of government employed 
by a fraction of the world’s 
people?
On the other hand, the reluc­
tance to study the religions of 
man because such a course might 
de-emphasize the centrality of 
Christianity
On the other hand, the reluc­
tance to study the religions of 
man because such a course might 
de-emphasize the centrality of 
Christianity loses its force when 
we consider that, for most 
students, the only place they may 
learn of Christian tenets would be 
in a course in world (Religions.
I myself have witnessed many 
occasins when students have 
recognized the relevarice of 
Christian teachings. v 
In /‘ every case, 'the course 
format of teaching, rather 'than 
preaching, was partly respond 
sible for these discoveries;
Third, the idea that the more 
traditinal disciplines of history 
and Elnglish literature are better 
for students that courses in world 
religions is surely a myth.
We all agree that teaching a 
subject that students find in­
teresting and new is easier than 
teaching English and social 
studies courses every year.
As for the lack of trained 
personnel, this argument is only 
partly true,
Certainly there are not enough 
qualified teachers at present to 
leach world religions in every 
secondary school in the province.
Yet many teachers, having an 
interest in this area, arc capable 
of instructing at the secondry 
level,
Indeed, to assume that 
teachers need formal teacher 
eclucalion to instruct in a subject
finding people qualified to in­
struct in this area.
Because it is not a province- 
wide subject, world religions is 
not offered as a teachable cour.se 
in any of the province’s faculties 
of oducalinn.
Consoquontly, no students 
entering the profession are 
trained to teacli in the discipline,
Grjuliiates of a department of 
rcligiJius .studies nornially do not 
have enougti courses in 
recognized teaching areas and 
consequently a re not ficeepled 
into teacher education 
progtrarns; conversely, few 
teachers liave enough course 
work in religious studies.
: Combined, Ihesc two factors 
have inadc* it difficult to find 
teachers qualified to Instruct 
world religions courses;
But whatever the reason lor the . 
paucity (if teachers, that ixiucily 
Itself is a cause of the lack of 
encouragement by district of­
ficials,.
So wo have four argumenl.s, 
any one of which is used to 
discourage inclusion of a course 
in world religions in the curricula 
of most of the school districts.
area is to ignore the present 
situation in the province.
Moreover, there exist not a few 
teachers who are qualified lo 
leach religion.s in every sense of 
the woi'd,
And, given eiicouragementi 
more teachers would embark on 
formal training in this exciting 
subject area, , ;'
As for tlie very real advantages 
of incorporating a course in world
religions in a secondary school’s 
program, three major ones come 
to mind.
The first is that religion con­
tinues to pay a dominant role in 
the lives of millions of people 
throughout the world.
From the primitive and 
isolated beliefs of the Kpelle tribe 
in Africa to the dogmas of the 
universal roman Catholic 
Church, religion remains a major 
sociological force.
And even if organized and 
structured religion is declining in 
North America, the quest for the 
religious experience is enjoying a 
renaissance among youth.
The absence of this area of 
interest from the curriculum 
leaves a gap at present unfilled 
by the more traditional subjects 
of history, geography, etc.
More specifically, a course in 
world religions would enable 
students to gain a better un­
derstanding of other cultures.
Out of this would come, one 
would hope, a greater tolerance 
of the ‘foreign’ beliefs and values 
of other societies.
One must, for example, be 
familiar with the basic tenets of 
Taoism, and Confucianism to 
grasp the successes of com­
munism in China.
Because religions are not 
adequately studied in our 
.schools, an important field of 
inquiry remains unknown to 
students.
And when this gap in their 
knowledge is carried over into 
the realms of history, geography 
and literature, it becomes 
greater than it is in the religious 
sector alone.
But perhaps most important of 
all, the lack of such a course 
denies students the real potential 
to acquire greater knowledge of 
themselves.
In looking over the curriculum 
guide for the various courses 
taught in the province, one 
becomes immediately aware of a 
serious omission ; not one course 
is concerned with encouraging 
the student lo investigate him-
seif-',;■'■.
Who and what he is as a human 
being, his purpose in life, the 
reasons for his existence and a 
score of other questions for in­
trospection aire conspicuous by; 
their absence : from classroom ■ 
5learning:'
: Instead, historical events, 
scientific theories, niathematical 
axioms, composition of peoms 
make up course content.
It is nothing le.ss than a tragedy 
that the most important field of 
inquiry, the nature of one’s self, 
is considered to be too in­
consequential (or loo 
dangerous?) to warrant ex­
ploration in public school 
classrooms.
And it is for this reason that the 
argument that the aim of 
education today is to give the 
sliuient a better understanding of 
hiniself and his environment is 
surely hypocritical.
A course in world religions 
would not solve all, the problems 
in a school curriculum, nor 
should il he expected that it 
would, Nevertheless, as one 
course of many, world religions 
would increase a student’s 
knowledge of religious 
phenomena, of other cultures and 
of liis own .self.
Can we expect more of a 
course?':.
Indeed, do we expect half that 
mucli from courses jdready in llie 
curriculum'^;
The H,C. Tqaelier
Real Estate JOHN HIUJCE 
'' .dioNEv,; 
UEAITY
THE QUESTIONS OF 
OUR TIMES





It is a coiniilox world lieeomiiiiimore complex all lh(.' time, 
II Is the age of Ihe expert ' Ihe person wiio lias made a 
specialty of a particular field. It is the age of Ihe consultant. 
Is I his a good lime lo buy a mnv house? Or a belter one? Or
would ait addition he an advisable move?
What is Ihe real worth of your pres(‘nt hotvie?
If you're just inarriwi, .shmildyou buy or rent? What tibmit 
an apartment? ,
It you hftve cash, how .sliould you bc.'il invest it.VWl'ial is 
goojfiuul hjal about iHiying incomc properly'' Wlien' will you 
your greatest return?g'
turn your preM'iil pro[H'rly Into an iiu'ouu!, pm you 
|,)ro(.lucer;'
Can you turn your preneni pro|X!riy into an ineomo
-er? How? Would your lax rale lie affected''
How ean viiu refinance ecnnomieally? ,, 
if you are anOwian* considering renting, wiiat ahnut 
h-ase’s? For how long"& What clauses are mx'essrtry?
Who knows ll'ic answers? A competent Heallor, It’s his only 
hnsinesH He likes quesliOn.H, Ask him;
Seedless Raisins
Enchanted Isle 
4 lb. pkg. $249
Fresh Coffee
Edward’s 
2 lb. tin *1 95
Light Byfbs'
G.E. Best Buy
40 - 60 - 100 Watt Size 
Pkg. of 2




















8^ oz. Tri-Pack :
■v;'';
From Ecuador & Costa Rica
Sedtfs
5 lb Frozen Bag
lb. 89
PKICES ttfECTiUE, i<iuv. 23 tu DiiC. 1
".'In Your.FrlennIIjj Safnwiiy'Slordi,
We iUiif.'iivc ihic Right (u LliiiiU..(luimUUcJiL
: LV.’V"'
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There is much that requires 
improvement; there are many 
problems to solve. Progress 
toward these goals can be made 
by a council willing to accept 
advice from competent 
authorities and by a council 






Editor, The Review, Sir:
It will be just a matter of time 
until the voters of North Saanich 
realize the disastrous mistake 
they made in rejecting Mr. Boon 
on Nov. 17.
An alderman of proven ability, 
honesty and integrity, Mr. Boon 
has never spared Himself in our 
interests and, until Dec. 31, will 
continue to serve in the same 
conscientious Imanner with the 
interests of the municipality at 
heart.
A completely full-time 
alderman who did his homework 
and became knowledgeable in 
municipal affairs, always ready 
to help the individual, he is going 
to be missed.
Elizabeth L. Taylor 
796 Downey Rd.
wide variety of techniques and 
materials.
It would seem unfair to 
criticize this organization that, 
with other marinas, makes a 
positive contribution to the area. 
Every assistance should be ex­
tended to the marina operators to 
continue logical necessary ex­
pansion for the public benefit.
Also, is there really a “Derrick 
Mallard”?
Don Robb 
R.R. No. 2 
Sidney
Editor’s Note: Yes; a founder 
and former president of the 
Society for Pollution and En­
vironmental Control (SPEC), 
Mallard is now president of the 
Citizen’s Association to Save the 
Environment (CASE), which 




Editor, The Review, Sir:
Through the medium of your 
newspaper, I would like to ex­
press my gratitude to all those 
North Saanich property owners 
who showed their confidence in 
me in the recent elections.
To say I was pleased with the 
results of the votes given in my 
favor would be a gross un­
derstatement.,
I would like to assure everyone 
that 1 will do my utmost, during 
my term on council, to live up to 
the confidence shown in me.












: Edit or, Th e Review,
: r Marinas 5 provide
recreation for a large number of 
people of all ages.
The criticized Canoe Cove
Marina is a well-run facility that
offers services to boat owners of 
many interests.
This marina, typical of others 
in this area, provides a base for 
its patrons enabling the boating 
family; to enjoy healthy''days 
together in the beauty of our 
i coastal waters. 1
While there are large yachts in 
use in B.C., there are many 
thousands more small craft 
operating in these waters and 
consuming considerably less fuel 
in a weekend than using the 
family automobile.
.Sailboats are lovely, but not 
everyone can afford a sailboat. 
Too many of us arc getting past 
the age of open cockpits with 
flying spray running down the 
, neck.
If we must curtail energy-using 
machines, why not start with 
television, that consumes so 
much electricity’? Why not 
eliminate “spectator sports” 
such as NHL hockey, that en­
courage .slothl'ull habits while 
enriching actor-athletes and 
promoters?
Boating people engage in their 
i pursuit in person, often fishing 
, with a mile or two of home.
There are many ills In society 
at largo, It is peculiar that Mr, 
Derrick Mallard should attack 
marinas in The Heview,
Canoe Cove Marina must bo tlm 
largest; omployer in North 
.Saanich and Sidney ; as AveU afi 
being a major taxpayer.
This marina I rain.*) shipwrights 
and mecha nic ti'to (he bet terment 
of our community, who uses a
Editor, The Review, Sir:
I feel compelled to inform your 
readers about another blunder 
made by some members of the 
council at Monday night’s council 
meeting.
The amendments to the zoning 
and subdivision bylaws (A1 
Residential) came up for 
adoption; the bylaw failed to get 
the two-thirds majority needed to 
pass, thanks to Aid. Robinson and 
Aid. Gardner.
This bylaw, if adopted, would 
have started Sidney on the way to 
having underground wiring in 
any new subdivision of two acres 
or more, a move 10 years late in 
coming.
At the public hearing held 
recently, council heard much 
opposition to this change from 
some developers., who seem 
interested only in building houses 
to minimum standards, without 
thought given to.providing much 
needed improvement to 
aesthetics.
Throughout Canada, this trend 
to underground services has been 
readily accepted.
Cities, like Calgary, have 
undertaken ambitiious programs 
of ? burying ; existing overhead 
wir ing, a v er y costly vent tire.
But it seenhs Sifey must carry 
oh as it has for;the last 5() years: 
“Anti-Everything’ ’ new.
This shortsightedness has also 
cp.st-Sidney taxpayers thousands 
of dijiiars in the defeat last year 
of ;the proposed storm drain 
program; whereby the town could
-I i.«noVfvr\l' f Vio.■cf'nvnriinShaVe completed the stormdra s
at 1973-74 prices and paid for 
them oyer 20 years, at less cost to 
the individual taxpayer.
Pipe, which the town for­
tunately piu’chased last .July, has 
already increased in price by 35 
percent.
Aid. Robinson, in his platform, 
promised to save taxpayers 
money.
His past record, howeyer, 
convinces me ho believes saving 
money stops at nickels and 
dimes.
Aid. Gardner, without the in­
fluence of Aid. Robinson, will be a 
little more positive and 
foresigh ted in the new year, I 
hope.
C. Chris Anrtersfii 
Al(l(‘riuan 
Sidney
privations of reserve life, is an 
unique person in his own right.
'Hie native who continues on into 
university is of even greater 
rarity.
Those who do enter university, 
and complete their degrees, are 
faced with an even further ob­
stacle if they wish to continue on 
into graduate schools such as 
law,medicine, etc.
The great crush of applicants 
for entry into these schools has 
caused the entrance 
requirements to be raisec, 
progressively higher each year 
For the native Indian who has 
struggled through university 
usually having to work part-time 
to augment any savings or other 
funding in order to subsist, the 
attainment of the extremely high 
academic average is well nigh 
impossible.
This is not due to any lack of 
intelligence; rather, il is 
reflection of many elements: an 
academically poor home en­
vironment; the necessity of 
working during the academic 
year; the coldness of a university 
campus that is dominated by 
Anglo-Saxons; and possibly even 
the fear of being assimilated by a 
materialistic society and thereby 
losing a precious heritage.
However, the universities are 
well aware of this situation 
which exists all across Canada, 
and particularly the University of 
British Columbia Faculty of Law.
To gain admission to the law 
school at UBC, an applicant 
needs an academic average of 
77.4 percent (this is the average 
of the first year law class ’73-’74.)
This figure is arrived at by a 
combination of the pre-law 
average at university and the 
admissions test score.
Generally speaking, a student 
wishing to enter law school needs 
a university average in excess of 
75 percent in order to be^even 
close to gaining admission.
To the native Indian, such an 
average is virtually unattainable, 
given ; the circumstances as 
outlined above.
The admissions committee at 
UBC Law School, of which lam a 
member, recognises these 
problems facing; a native Indian;
To this end,: ;the; corhmittee 
•treats applicants who areTrpm 
the; "haUve; poniniunity w 
special consifeation?
Instead of having to compete on
-' :l- 1 1_  ' J in . 1-vj-v J till 4V»
Bridge Started
■■.;'.:■
Editor, The Uevirw. .Sir:
Eric Sherwood’s c()minent.s on 
page five of the Review of Nov. 14 
regarding the pliglil of B.C.'s 
native Indians were very in; 
(eresting. •;■,
I .agree with Sherwood that the 
Indian community is under- 
repreaenlod in the u{)iwr reai^lKw 
of society, imd more parlicularly 
In tlie higher-paid professional 
;^'rahk8.': ; ?;■■■ ■■’■
I think many would agree that 
the native Indian wdo hurmounlH 
the formidable ohstaele of at­
taining a high soliool education, 
while enduring the hardships and
a pui'ely academic basis with 
other applicants,Twho usually 
have had a far greater advantage 
in obtaining an education, a 
native Indian will be considered 
as a discretionary student and 
can be admitted even though he 
falls short of the formal 
requirements.
I might add here that it is not 
necessary for : the applicant in 
this instance to have a university 
degree; the committee will 
consider applications from those 
who have at least two years 
university or college study.
The committee also treats 
other students who may have 
sixicial problems in this manner, 
so it cannot he said that native 
Indian.s arc treated with 
favoritism or molly;C'oddling 
I doubt very much that the 
native Indian, being a proud 
person, wishes to be treated in 
this manner.
Rather. the eommitlee 
recognizes that, in eerlain 
stances such as this a person
potential cannot be judged solely 
on his academic average.
It has been found that the latter 
is not always a true measure of 
success.
Therefore, I would suggest that 
any native Indians who are 
considering a career in law 
should contact the UBC Law 
School, With a view to applying 
for admission in a discretionary 
category.
Additionally, the law faculty at 
the University of Saskatchewan 
offers a lO-week course for native 
Indians.
This program takes place in the 
spring of each year, with the 
object of preparing a native 
Indian for the study of law at a 
Canadian university.
All law schools across Canada 
have backed the new program (il 
has only been in effect one year) 
and urge these students to take 
advantage of it.
I believe there is funding 
available from the Department of 
Indian Affairs.
Therefore, I do not agree- with 
Sherwood’s comments that a 
bridge has not been started 
between the two cultures, Indian 
and Western European; rather 
that many people with good in 
tentions in mind are attempting 
to do something to help the native 
Indian.
However, it will remain for 
them to help complete the bridge.
.lames Robertson 




Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
I’m writing in regards to the 
recent refusal of the referendum 
on the recreational complex.
I was very disappointed last 
Saturday evening, after the 
results w're compiled and I found 
the referendum had been 
defeated by falling ap­
proximately 1'2 per cent short of 
the required 60 per cent majority.
Being very democratic, I think 
the results should have been 
determined on a 49 per cent - 51 
per cent basis.
After all, we are living in; a 
eWorld ()f. democracy^ 
However, the primary factor in 
the defeat was probably the sarne 
old story : a lack of turnout of 
voters.
If only; three had been more y 
ADELETE PARA J-y •
If only there had been more 
advertisingbn the complex and a 
little more (mcouragement in the 
Sidney Review for people to, get
out and vole, would
have overcome the lVi> per cent 
deficit.
I understand there will be 
a second voting on the complex in 
th(i new year--1 hope, in the 
mean-lime, there will be more 
advertising on the subject, as 1 
would love to see the complex go 
th,rough, not just for my own 
enjoyment, but mfunly for my 
two young children.
Even if it does increase iny 
taxes by $0 or $10 a month, I 
figure I’d still l)e abend beeause 
I’d spend at least that much on 
driving my children into Victoria 
for hockey and skating twice a 
wt'ek.
I don’t necessarily want you lo 
l>rint this loiter in The Heview to 
inform your readers of the 
leehngs ol a ('oncerned citizen, 
blit 1 would like to see more
their
the
people write in and give 






Editor, The Review, Sir:
It is most encouraging to note 
Highways Minister Graham 
Lea’s attitude regarding the 
highway through Coldstream 
Park.
No doubt Victorians will rally 
to the cause and inform the 
minister that Goldstream Park 
should be left as the ecological 
entity it now is, for the benefit of 
salmon and people.
Il is a great pity that the en­
vironmental outlook of Mr. Lea is 
not shared by Bob Strachan, our 
Minister of Communications.
Mr. Strachan’s intent to secure 
larger and faster ferries would, 
given past conditions, put more 
automobiles on Vancouver 
Island.
This could inevitably lead to 
the construction and widening of 
more highways to cope with 
increased traffic.
But will the past conditions of 
oil and gasoline availability 
prevail?
The Arab-Israeli war has ac­
centuated the energy resource 
crisis.
Nevertheless, we are entering 
the final era of oil availability 
and conservation of this resource 
is imperative.
As gasoline shortages increase 
and the cost per gallon inevitably 
rises, automobile use will 
diminish.
In fact, it is most probable that 
tourism by standard private 
vehicles will henceforth drop 
drastically.
In view of these approaching 
conditions, it is difficult to 
comprehend the growth attitude 
being portrayed by the govern­
ment through the minister of 
communications.
Do we really need to spend our 
money on larger ferries when the 
future car traffic will be 
diminishing, due to restrictions 
imposed by fuel non-availability 
or price increases?
It is suggested that the NDP, a 
party always advocating plan­
ning ahead, is not now planning 
ahead.
If it is planning, then its plans 
are based on a new decadent 
growth syndrome without taking 
into account the reality of the 
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2060 HEN^Y AVB. WEST, SIDNEY. B.C,
If you are a resident of British Columbia, 6C years of age or over, and you think you 
or M ncorne you must apply by midnight, December 31,1973 in order to receive bene its retroactive 
to October 1,'l973. Those who apply AFTER December 31,1973 will be eligible for Mincomo begin­
ning from the month in which they apply.
IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY RECEIVING MINCOME OH HAVE ALREADY
APPLIED, YOU DO'NOT HAVE TO RE-APPLY. ■'
You may be ellglblo for Mincomo if your prosont monthly Income from all sources Is
Sinai®: iP®r®o«'
B m 'coug*l® •toothof aijiai.or ovor
Applicants under age 65 Will be asked to complete a Needs ‘Tbst application form 
andto supply proof of age. ^ ^ ^
If you think you may be eligible, BEFORE MIDNIGHT, NEW YEAR’S EVE, mail 
your full name, full address and phono nunibor to:
DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 
BOX 1330,
VICTORIA, B.C.
A sloff member of tho nearest local office roprospnllng lho 
Doparlmont of Human RosourcoK will conlaci you as soon 
asposslblo. •: :
* Joint Incom'ti mhr^ to tho Incomo of both brnhaniJ and wKq. 
It includos oarnlngs, Unompfoymont lhsimnc&, Iniorost on 
bank accounts and otimr assots, disability Qayimnts, suimf 
annuatlon, Canada Pension Plan, or Incoma from other social 
security sources.
The Government ol BrltUih Columbia 
nepttfirnont ol Human Bosources.
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Future Bright
Editor, The Review, Sir:
May I, through the medium of 
your newspaper, express my 
sincere appreciation to all those 
who supported rne in the recent
North Saanich municipal election 
— and indeed throughout my 
tenure of office since in­
corporation eight years ago.
I have no regrets.
To all the new aldermen, and 
especially to my successor, Dr. 
Herta Hartmanshen, 1 extend the 
warmest good wishes as they 
prepare themselves to assume 
the responsibility of operating a 
municipality such as ours.
Along with many others, I will 
be observing with a great deal of 
interest the individual per­
formance of each one.
I hope they will find the ex­
perience as stimulating and as 
rewarding as I did.
Nell north 
1()8:$7 Deep Cove Road 
North Saanich
First Phase Over
Editor, The Review, Sir:
and Sidney, but I believe it will 
take all of our skill and resources 
to realize all of the opportunities 
which lie before us in our own 
little bailiwick without at­
tempting to run the affairs of 
Sidney. No responsible govern­
ment is going to force us to 
amalgamate unless either we or 
Sidney fail to cooperate in those 
obvious areas where economic 
logic demands it, such as in 
mutual development of water 
resources, regulation of growth- 
rate, prvision of fire-protection 
and others. I am confident that 
good sense will prevail.
Despite the battles and verbal 
bloodletting of the past, our 
countryside is still relatively 
unscarred and we enter the 
second phase with most of our 
options still o|x;n. We ow'e a debt 
of gratitude to all those public 
spirited people wdio served us 
w'ell through the first phase of our 
municipal life, and we ow'e 
support and direction to those 
who will be trying to carry out 




Saturday’s election results 
mark the close of the first phase 
of our development as a self- 
governing municipality, and 
opening the door to the second. As 
the last remaining member of the 
original appointed council, one 
feels some nostalgia in preparing 
to hand over responsibilities to 
the new mayor-elect and 
aldermen, however with the 
fullest confidence that our basic 
objectives will be pursued with 
' renewed vigor.
In the early 1960’s the growing 
threat of uncontrolled land 
development and destruction of 
our rural countryside prompted 
us to undertake the studies which 
culminated in municipal in­
corporation in 1965 under the 
leadership of Reeve Nash, as the 
only way to save us from what 
was happening elsewhere. Our 
first years as a municipality 
' under Mayor Gumming were 
primarily a struggle to develop a 
; small and efficient ad­
ministrative infrastructure to 
t carry' out our unavoidable and 
: ; ever-iherasing responsibilities.
‘ ' Frugality and the accumulation 
of essential operating capital ,and 
the total avoidance of long term 
debt were the order of the day.
This first phase was a difficult 
balancing - a c t b e t w e e n 
restraining development to 
conserve the rural core-area, 
while assisting the legitimate 
growth of the areas suitable for 
residential development. It saw 
the emergence of an unwritten 
but firm zoning policy for the 
municipality as a whole. This 
required the reconciliation of 
divergent viewpoints within the 
Council, and the resulting ten- 
sions prevented us from going 
farther ahead to consider the 
individual areas within the 
municipality, or the framing of 
policies for their individual 
development to reflect the wishes 
of their residents,
My efforts as Mayor included 
two objectives, The first being to 
in’csorve the integrity of our 
rurally-zoned land, which was 
like protecting a wounded gazelle 
in a cage of hungry lioe.s, and Icfl 
to a few scratches. The second 
has been to establish the prin­
ciple of listening to the collective 
' Wishes of the residents of each of 
our major districts in matters 
affecting their particular 
direction of growth, as opivrsed lo 
a mediocre uniformity imposed 
by the Council. These objectives 
needed new thinking and faces 
; witliln the Council,’ hut the way is 
, , now clc.ar to: proceed,
We now'enter the second phase 
of our municipal existence, which 
lipids; every proirdse of lieing 
devoted toward its beautification 
and aesthetic development, 
'roday’s objectives include the 
refinement of tliose areas which 
, we liave previou.sly committed to
residential develop! icnl, while at 
the same time encouraging the 
farming, of the agricultural areas 
which are not ready for housing, 
What is done during this second 
phase, under the initiative of 
Mayor'elect Ch ieve will largely 
cstafiliKh the future character of 
each of the areas within our 
municipality, and with it the 
value of the properties find the 
quality of living. 1 hoiHi tliere will 
he vigorous com|ielilioii lor 
excellence. ' "
Hopefully, the secoiul phase 
will ,t!u; acrpiiMtl'm of 
Kitigswood as !i new large jiark 
area, and also thiMulopMon of a 
more attractive narru' for our 
. municipality. We are rmrselves, 
not north somehtKlywIse,
There will always he some 
mimiles,s [)re,ssnres for the 
amaiRfirnatlon of North Saanieh
World Never Safe
Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
Your page five copy from the 
Comox Free Press, “What Hope 
For Democracy”, is not to my 
liking.
I cannot make out, Mr. Editor, 
whether it is for our scrutiny or 
our approval. Tlie latter, it would 
appear.
II seems lo me that we have 
foisted our democracy on the so- 
called backward nations in order 
to exploit them.
'We — the western world — do it 
another way; our welfare 
schemes, I think schemes is the 
right word.
The article has G.K. Qiesterton 
say “The world will never be safe 
for democracy; it is far too 
dangerous a trade”.
How true! But dangerous for 
exploiters only, as I think 
Chesterton knew'.
G.K.’s brother, Cecil, once said 
of him “Gilbert playis with 
words; to; me words mean 
something.”
bur ; present: j provincia 1 
government is the only 
democratic one B.G. has ever 
had.'",;:'.:.;"":y;
It; is for all the people. ;
Let us help them; plead with 
them ifTliey go wrong.
An Observer 
■ Saanichton
at least, is more a crisis of 
distribution than of actual 
quantity; but the evidence is 
mounting that it will soon become 
an actual crisis of quantity.
If this is true, then hard 
decisions will have to be taken.
The fact that jet aircraft travel 
takes approximately five to 10 
times as much fuel per passenger 
mile as travel by bus will cer­
tainly be a major consideration.
The question may be asked, 
“Wliat about alternate forms of 
energy?”
At the present time, there 
appears to be no substitute for 
petroleum, which can be adpated 
to aircraft use at a cost which can 
lx.* supported on a commercial 
basis.
If a miracle fuel is developed, 
and the prospects are bleak, the 
possibilities are that completely 
different types of equipment and 
facilities will be needed.
There is also increasing 
evidence that the fuel shortage is 
just the first sign of our entry into 
the era of shortages.
To confine the discussion to the 
present topic, consider for 
example that in the immediate 
short-term, energy needs will 
have to be met, if indeed ttiey can 
be met, by a large increase in 
production of eleclricity.
This will certainly create 
larger demand and price for the 
conductive metals, some of which 
are already in short supply 
because the economical sources 
are approaching exliaustion.
The side effect of this shortage 
on transportation will be a 
shortage of aluminum, and 
resultant steep increases in the 
cost of aircraft production.
Thus, the shortages which are 
just beginning to show them­
selves may well put air travel in 
the cateogry of an expensive 
luxury, or even a means of 
transport for emergency use 
only.
Therefore, when we consider 
all these factors, one wonders if, 
rather than setting up a com­
mittee to plan expansion of the 
airport facilities over the next 20 
years, we might be wiser to set up 
a committee to plan an eventual 





beaches, and the poisoning of our 
ish, exposes us in this island to 
the danger of an epidemic more 
di'aslic than stomach flu?
I do agree that to "drink 
themselves into oblivion is not the 
best way to spend tax money, but 
on behalf of taxpayers, may I ask 
those who drink themselves 
into oblivion and those who pay 
the lax money are actually the




27 -2294 Henry 
Sidnev
2300 Canoe Cove Road, Sidney
Winterizing for Boats and Cars 
Vacuum pumpoil changing 
Propane Sales
Phone (>50-3303
EDITOR’S NOTE TO “FED 
UP”; 'Die Review has your letter 
concerning the proposed Sidney 
recreation complex on file; had 
you signed your name to it, the 
ieller would have appeared in 
this edition of the newspaper.
The Review, on request, will 
always use a pen name to sign 
letters whose writers wish, for 
whatever reasons, to remain 
anonymous.
However, for legal reasons,_thc 
newspaper cannot publish letters 
unless the identity of the writer is 
made known to the staff of llie 
Review.
We will publish youi' letter, in 
next week’s edition, if you will 
either phone, write, or drop in to 
the office to identify yourself.
LOCATED N'EXT TO MILL BAY KERRY




Editor, ’Ihe Review, Sir:
May I, through your columns, 
thank all those who turned out to 
vole in Central Saanich on Nov. 
17. More particularly, I would 
thank all those good people who 
worked on my behalf and those 
who voted for me. 1 think we 
made a jxiint to the significant 
portion of the electorate.
W.E.CTayards 
1217 Mt. Newton Crossroad 
Saanichton
Editor, The Review Sir:
“Does it really matter that we 
live on an island surrounded by 
wafer, and the majority of us 
aren’t given the opportunity to 
swim”? //
In answer to this question, 
pcjsed by D. RudhaiT in Tlie 
Review of Nov. 21, may we recall 
that the senior medical officer of 
Victoria repeatedly warned that 
the pumping of our sewage into 
the sea, the polluting of our
Zenith Reached
Editor, Tlie Review, Sir:
Your nrticle on the proposed 
expansion of tho Pat Bay Airixni 
IKiintsoiil another instance of the 
current tendency for exports to 
each ride along on Ihoir own 
slatislicol curve, wllhoul con- 
sidcrinil the factors supporting 
tliat curve. . •
Thero is increttsing evidence 
that wo have reached our zenith 
in mass air travel. It is true tlial 
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and piano stylings of Elisabeth. 
Friday and Saturday.
the relaxing atmosphere 
view of Scenic Brentwo^ Bay
Dine with 
and
MOTEL, COFFEE SHOP and MARINA
OLD FASHIONED PRICES 
Specializing in weddings, banquets, conventions
RESERVE NOW FOR C51RISTM.\S DINNER 
AND NEW YE.MUS PARTY.
Wed. & Thursday O.'.tO a.m. -9.00p.m. 
Friday Saturday, Sunday 9 a.m. -Tl i>.m. 
Closed Monday & Tuesday
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Md Tsixes F®r At Vermeil
With a minimum of discussion 
Monday evening, Sidney council 
reversed its earlier decision — 
and gave final approval to a 
bylaw exempting the Sidney and 
North Saanich Community Hall 
(Sanscha) properly from 
municipal taxation.
“I don’t like to back down,” 
Aid. Pat Merritt told her fellow 
council members,” but (the 
problem with Sanscha) have 
been brought to the attention of a 
number of people.”
She then introduced a motion lo 
rescind defeat of the bylaw 
proposal.
The bylaw had been declared 
defeated at the council session on 
Nov. 13, when Merrett and Aid 
Chris Andersen refused to sup­
port the tax exemption — leaving 
it vdthout the necessary two- 
thirds majority.
Also of changed mind, An­
dersen said he, too, would be 
willing to go along with the 
exemption as long as he felt it
“had accomplished something”.
“Next year,” he warned 
though, “if I haven’t seen a 
change in attitude from our sister 
municipality (North Saanich) 
and some of the people involved 
(in Sanscha), then I will oppose it 
again.”
That change in attitude — at 
least from North Saanich — is 
probably forthcoming, according 
to Mayor Stan Dear.
Dear told council that he had 
spoken with North Saanich 
Mayor-elect Paul Grieve, who 
agreed to meet with him early in 
the new year to discuss Sanscha’s 
annual budget.
Disagreement over financing 
of the community hall’s 
operations has been a continuing 
problem for Sidney council -- for 
a number of years.
used mainly by Sidney residents.
Sidney, on the other hand, has 
for some time exempted the 
property from taxation and has 
contributed toward, and become 
involved in, maintenance of the 
association’s playing fields.
This .situation has, at some 
times, been further compounded 
jy a feeling on the part of some 
association directors that the 
town has not done enough.
North Saanich has consistently 
refused to contribute toward the 
centre’s annual costs 
primarily on the basis that it is
BEACON AVENUE 
PAVING
Mayor Stan Dear announced at 
.Sidney councirs meeting Monday 
that the provincial department of 
highways will begin construction 
on Beacon Avenue about the end 
of January.
The department had asked the 
town whether it wanted an early 
start on construction, or wanted 
it left until spring.
After all the delays, said Dear 
he had been told to proceed now,
Sanscha catering chairman I position last week when she told “Up until about four years ago, 
Winnie Gardner (wife of Aid. 1 council the hall had been I you had not given one red cent, 
Wilkie Gardner) took this operated solely by volunteers. I she said.
Man Named €Mef 
#f Canada S^uadrmns
A Sidney man was named chief 
commander of all Canadian 
Power Squadrons at the group’s 
annual national convention in St. 
John, New Brunswick, recently.
Elected chief commander of 
the coast-to-coast boating 
organization was Jack Simpson, 
of 9353 Ardmore.
Simpson had just completed a 
two-year term as vice­
commander and national 
executive officer before his 
election, which came at the CPS’s 
twenty-fifth annual conference.
Before being .named to that 
post, Simpson held a number of 
positions in the Victoria Ppwer
^uadron, wmch he originally 
joined in 1961.
He later commanded that 
squadron; he also served as 
district commander — from 1964 
to 1966 — fore the Vancouver 
Island district.
He is still active in the in­
struction of local students and is 
now a member of the Saanich 
Peninsula Power Squadron, 
which he helped found five years 
ago.
Simpson’s election marks the 
first time in the history of the 
CPS that a westerner has been 
chosen to head the organization. 
CPS itself is a non-profit
national organization, dedicated 
to safe boating through 
education.
Its members, all volunteers, 
devote their time to teaching the 
elements of safe boat handling, 
navigation and other marine 
courses to boaters, at classes 
held weekly from October to 
march each year.
More than 30,000 students have 
graduated from the group’s basic 
boating course.
There are now over 14,000 
members spread through 122 




Sidney Review Staff Reporter
'yv-.j;.-.;
V .s
Sidney court was crowded to 
the point of overspilling on 
Monday morning. Some took 
seats among the green metal 
chairs of the place, while others 
paced up and down the outside 
hallway, their heels clicking on 
the linoleum. Sidney residents, 
young and old, took up their seats 
whispering one to the other: 
much in the same manner as 
parishoriers congregating 
together on the sabbath: church 
V and the courtroorn having the 
saihe reverend, respectful hush 
in the naomente^ the en­
trance of judge or minister, y ^
; y An RCMP corpored; wearing a 
patterned tie and purple shirt, 
took UD: post next to a doorway 
I and said: “iideclarg ^ court 
open in the name of Her Majesty 
the Queen .... ”
Judge Denzil Ashby 
acknowledged this tribute by 
nodding in the direction of the 
standing spectators and court 
officials. One of the lawyers wore
‘ a blue pin-stripe suit,; with the
buttons of the waistcoat buttoned 
neatly up to his silk tie. Some of 
the spectators were in working 
clothes and one gentletnan had a 
quantity of grey mud upon his 
boots.
Ross A. Houston, 9522 
Lochside, recei^^ a stern lec­
ture from Judge Ashby following
his plea of gviilty to an impaired 
driving charge. “You’re a pretty 
young man to get started on this 
type of offence,” said the Judge. 
‘‘You’ve just got to realize you 
just can’t do this sort of thing . , . 
but I’m going to go along with the 
probation officer's recom­
mendation. l am fining you $200 
or '21 days and you will be on 
probation for one year.” 
lUGl! SPEED BRINGS PINE 
James W. Telford, 1406 Derby, 
pleaded guilty to dangerous 
driving following a 90 mph race 
he had undertaken with another 
auto along tiic Patricia Bay High­
way. The Telford vehicle had 
reached a speed of 120 mph 
., at one point", said the 
- ; crown prosecutor in an earlier
: hearing. "He niSarly lost control 
oBhis'ear."
“I’ve slowed down a lot," the 
young, blonde-haired gentleman 
told tho Jude on Monday,
“I hope so," said Ashby, bis 
'Voice'sharp,
Telford was fined $150 dr Z\ 
days and given time to pay the
^retiredgentlemadJ^ :
' AIRED ^
Alexander Brown, 2101 
if Colllngwood, left the Mills Hoad 
Legion on November 10, He 
jouiTioyod down the road a 
distance and ilrove his auto into 
the ditch. A peace officer, at­
tending at the scone of this minor 
accident, invited Mr, Brown hack 
to tho deliichnienl office with 
hiltn, where he was, given a 
hToalhaylizor teat. It registered 
.20 jjorcenl and the gentleman 
was charged with impaired 
driving. ■' '
He pleaded guilty,
"Have you anything to .say?" 
aksed Judge Aidiby,
•'No,'sir."
“That’s a pretty high reading 
^ ^ ! what do you do?"
“I just retired from the 
milHary,"
“It’s just unforlunalo that we 
hnvft to see you tn here on this 
charge , , . this parUcular of­
fence seems to be very much on 
ihe tnerea.«.’’ Brown w,m fined 
$3M dr one monfh.
, 'gEtmCEMAN FINED
ilonald Murray Armstrong,
1473 Hillside v/ent through a stop 
sign at Bourne Terrace on 
November 16 and was sub­
sequently interviewed by a local 
RCMP officer, who discovered 
Mr, Armstrong to have a .18 
blood alcohol content.
“Have you anything to say?” 
asked the judge.
“No, your honor.”
“Where do you live?”
“Greater Victoria.” '
“What do you do?”
“I’m in the service.”
‘‘Well you’re fined $350 or one 
month.”
CAR FORCED OFF 
.‘ROAD/
Martin P.R:. Woodford, 2072 
Henry, appearing in court on 
Monday over a dangerous driving 
charge, entered court with a 
large sprig of Christmas holly 
tucked into the front left pocket of 
■ his' .::coat'.; .v:"”‘No,;::;; char ge; 
there ; v . . ?” he quipped, as he sat 
down next to his lawyer.
Ajudge Ashby :}leaned a 
forward * in ; his ; high,:; leather- 
backed chair. .He spoke sharply 
to defence counsel: “Would you 
instruct your client as to his 
behavior
The gentleman did as he was
bid.,'';'-
On the nineteenth of October, 
Constable M.A. Clarabut had a 
discussion with Mr. Woodford 
whilst the gheltleman was in his, 
automobile “.... 1 left the police 
vehicle and approached Mr, 
Woodford,” said Clarabut in 
court on Monday. “I directed bini 
to our detachment office.”
However, Mr. Woodford 
changes his mind about visiting 
the police office and instead 
turned his car in a southerly 
direction.
He was ob.sorved by the peace 
officer. “ . . . .Ho was driving a 
white and blue Oldsmobilc .... 
there were three children 
walking along the road at this
point.......they were on tlie soulh-
west corner of Tlhrd and Bevan,” 
said Clarabut. “He went around 
tlie corner so fast liis wheels not 
grabbing the pavement and im 
slid through the iiiterseotion, 1 
placed on the dome light, the wig 
wags (blinking headlights), four 
way fluslier and the jwlicb sircti
.... he proceeded south on 
Lochside .... I cut in front of Mr. 
Woodford, forcing him into the 
ditch,” continued the constable. 
When it appeared that Woodford 
was putting his car back into gear 
in such a way that it would propel 
it straight at the peace officer 
“....I made the comment ‘shut 
your engine off! ’ ” said Clarabut. 
Woodford then turned the keys of 
his auto to the ‘off’ position.
“I charged him with dangerous 
driving,” said Clarabut, his voice 
calm, matter-of-fact.“I returned 
him to the Sidney detachment 
office.”
‘‘Jesus Christ! ’’ exclaimed Mr. 
Woodford at this point in the 
testimony. The comment" was 
clearly heard by the judge.
“I’ve asked you already to 
instruct your client,” said Ashby, 
speaking directly to defence
,COUnSel..'V.f:,:'
; “May Ttake off my coat?’’ said 
Woodford,; apparently unmindful 
of the judge’s admonition.“I 
;jvaht to go to the bathroom.”; ;
‘ 'Take hirrf out: and give him (a: 
:good talking to;f: snapped Ashby, 
his voice harsh, commanding. , 
:Court adjourned for ten 
minutes.
In spite of a vigorous defence 
by his legal counsel, Mr. 
Woodford was found guilty of 
dangerous driving.
“... Clarabut puts children 
less than 20 feet from one of the 
intersections .... the evidence 
speaks for itself,” said the Judge: 
This was a very gross incidence 
of dangerous driving .... I find 
you guilty.”
“Well, I’d like to say a few 
words on my own behalf,” said 
Woodford.
“You have counsel. You can’t 
have it both ways.”
“He has been driving 47 years, 
with no previous offences,” said 
defence counsel. “There was no 
damage.’’
“The fact that there was no 
damage is by the grace oT God,” 
replied Ashby. ;
“I believe in God, 1 do,” said 
Woodford. - ;
::;:“He was certainly looking oyer 
you that higlit,’’ countered the 
judge “There’s no question of 
that.”
Mr. Woodford was fined $150 or . j 
21 days and was given two weeks 
to pay; He was alsO prohibited y 
from driving in Canada fbr three 
anonths.';?
OVERNIGHT SKS TRIP TO MOUNT BAKER
Dec. 81“. Coach Tanea depot at 6 a.m. 
Dec. 9 Rt. to Victoria at 9.15 p.m. 
OvcMMiight in the Snowline Inn 
Co.st per p(,‘i'son $22
For More Ihlormatiou atul ReHervations Call 385- 
.."DU or Write::' v
Still, Mr. Woodford declined to 
halt his motor car.
"Mr. Woodford proceeded at 
speeds up to .lO mpli through this 
residential and business urea
VANCOUVER ISLAND COACH LINES
710 Douglas street. Victoria, B.C.
nu* Ent|doyee-<HvnedC’iuuiuoi.v
FOR 1974 WE HAVE 1 NEW VOLVO, 5 IMPROVED VpLVOS
AND THE SAME OLD 
PHILOSOPHY.
TlW Vrtlvn llw* 10 itH,r Ami' 01,. I.ilii* Uic H',!<il., i<
...•m-.’ >. !((■: 11 iHifiirili'' Ini'' Itiloi-iiim i hmwtti riiilmtinhi'
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iAIwr, miiuiimifi miiUlUc
Tlir VivIvoK: tho H2 iitid l OiUL.ihc loiiC’
,0ioi tl., .lit.' .‘.I i"M,. .il'.,. '
ni«ih'Mi-iiiifeor, !*.ilVio .tiiil niiirt’i:i,imto?iiiliUi:
lliit ■>iiu ,(iiv,thn!’i,milhtriKri<'tt’ wUh VolMi Kt;<.oll,v
mil Yales SI,in Melorta
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The smooth taste 
of quality that is 
unmistakably 
Seagram’s.
Open Wednesday through Sunday
TRY OUR SPBXIAL LUNCHEON 
FROM PIERRE — OMELETTE TO 




Friday and Saturday to Doreen Jackson
: RESERVE,EARLY;;. 





Blended and bolUed by Joseph E^Stiagram & Sons, Ltd., right here in B.C. .
RESraVATlQNS 656-;
■
SAW YOUR OWN FfRE WOOD
RENT THE CHAIN SAW 
GET THE USE OF SPLITTING AXE FREE
WE ALSO HAVE SPLITTING WEDGES & SLEDGE HAMMERS 
ALL YOU NEED FOR A COZY WINTER
I % S
IlCI
To Sofvo Tho Town Of Sldttoy And Th© Sooriich P#iiiiisiilci
9773 FIFTH ST. 656-2912
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Flowers,Trees Star In M^oeuwentary Film
By PAT MANNING 
Special to The Review 
Imagination,! ing 
Imagination, ingenuity, 
patience, physical strength and a 
sense of humor are some of the 
qualities Sidney couple Pat and 
Jack Dietrich have exhibited in 
the task of putting together time 
lapse sequences for a 
documentary film.
The half-hour documentary, 
tentatively titled A Walk In Tlie 
Forest, has been commissioned 
by MacMillan Bloedel.
The film is a nature movie, 
with emphasis on the forest as a 
renewable resource which, with 
good management and protection 
practices can last a long time.
The Dietrich’s became in­
volved when the film’s director 
contacted Jack, who has had 
considerable photographic ex­
perience, and asked him to do 
several time lapse sequences of 
wild spring flowers opening, the 
movement of clouds, patterns in 
nature, seed germination, the 
emergence of skunk cabbages 
and the melting of frost on a 
window pane.
“They gave us some idea of 
what they wanted,’’ said 
Dietrich, “and then left us free as 
to how to go about it.”
“We didn’t know a lot about 
wild flowers when we started,” 
added Pat, “but we sure knew a 
heck of a lot by the time we were 
finished.”
And what the Dietrich’s were 
learning about wild flowers were 
such things as the fact that one 
plant might take as long as 48 
hours to open under the camera’s 
light, that another would open in 
seconds and that still another 
might not open at all.
Some flowers would bend as 
they opened and others would 
turn like a corkscrew.
Moss, in a tinae lapse sequence, 
looks like a bed of ; worms- 
squiggling and water has such a 
motion that viewers begin to feel 
sea sick.
“We had to experiment with 
every flower before we could film 
it,” Dietrich said. “Flowers are 
not actors whom you could ask to 
perform on cue. 1 could not tell a 
flower to stand up %aight and 
we often had ojie which, in 
opening, would bend over and 
walk right but of the frame.”
When the Dietrichs’ had found 
a plant they wished film they 
would usually uproot it and bring 
it home.
They would determine how 
long it took to open and the 
characteristics peculiar to that 
flower in the way it went about 
opening.
Then they would arrange an 
appropriate background, 
simulating as closely as possible 
the flower’s natural habitat.
They would often have to secur 
the flower in a clamp to make 
sure it would not move too much 
and then, all other thing.s being 
equal, they would be ready to 
start the filming.
ACTION .... CAMERA 
Dietrich would set up the 
camera, adjust the lights to the
correct intensity and decide how 
often he wanted a picture taken.
If a flower was particularly 
long in opening, for example (48 
hours was the longest), then a
be
Calypso lily__ •
picture would automatically 
taken every 15 minutes.
Some flowers opened very 
quickly and then the camera 
would be set to go off every 
second.
“One flower we tried filming 
sprang open like a shooting star 
and it was just too fast for us to 
photograph,” Pat said.
The time sequence, whether it 
was every 15 minutes or every 
second, had to be regular, 
otherwise, the flower opening 
would come out jerky on the 
screen.
“We had some jerky flowers 
which looked like drunken 
sailors,” laughed Pat.
“The other thing is that you 
just don’t know how' a Oower will 
behave, because you can’t see it 
moving with the naked eye.”
Their biggest difficulty, 
Dietrich explained, was finding 
the right subject in the right
place.
They w'ould have preferred to 
take the flower in its natural 
setting, but, getting the proper 
lighting was a real problem.
.begins opening...
Moving the camera to the plant 
was the greatest stickler of all, 
though.
“The total weiglit of our 
camera equipment is 300 
pounds,” Dietrich groaned. “We 
couldn't carry it more than 100 
yards.”
If they found several locations 
close togehter, they would try to 
carry in the equipment; but most 
of tlieir filming had to be done at 
liome.
Although they were supposed to 
be filming wild flowers growing 
deep in the forest .without the aid 
of a helicopter they were by 
necessity, restricted to the edge 
of the woods or to those flowers 
which they could gather and film 
at home.
STORM FAKED
During the spring, the 
Dietrich’s located and filmed 
close to 50 different wild flowers.
They also did a sequence in
which they simulated a storm by 
focusing the camera on the forest 
Luidergrowth and taking pictures 
at regular intervals throughout 
the dav.
to acompressed on the screen 
few seconds viewing time.
The seedlings’ growth, to the 
point where they are large 
enough to be planted by men 
from the forest industry, will be 
recorded and the passage of time 
will be simulated by Dietrich in a 
film sequence on frost melting on 
a window pane, ostensibly the 
glass of a green house.
LONG-TERM PROJECT
The Dietriches’ have spent 
hundreds and hundreds of hours 
on this project.
They have discovered many 
things in natui'e which are not 
known or visible to the naked eye.
They have recorded movement 
nature, have sought out pat-
It will then be released by 
MacMillan Bloedel for use by 
schools, service clubs and, 
possibly, television and as a short 
in movie theatres.
Although the Dietrichs’ will 
have played what appears, in the 
total context, a very small role, 
they have done their part con­
scientiously and with great 
imagination.
As the hours of a flower’s 
opening are compressed into 
seconds, so the hours of work of 
two people are compressed into 




At times the forest would be 
brightly illuminated; at other 
times, in deep shadow or 
darkness.
By compressing the time 
sequence, the flashing light and 
shadow appeared to be a storm.
Combined with this were pic­
tures of fast-moving clouds and a 
sequence of clouds moving across 
the face of the moon.
In the movie, these pictures 
will be used to give the im­
pression of a storm before a 
forest fire. , ,
Patterns in nature will be 
another brief episode in the film, 
where Dietrich has applied the 
technique of microfilming to 
show the veins in a leaf, the 
patterns on a butterfly’s wing, on 
the shell of a snail, on the bark of 
a tree, on fungus and on many 
other forms of plant and animal 
life. ' v'.',-
Their present project is The 
filming .of the germination and / 
growth of a Douglas Fir seed.
“We have the seeds,on damp 
paper in our refrigerator, where 
they will soak for six wei^s,’’Pat, ; -
terns which would ordinarily be 
missed, have captured the 
emergence, growth and bloom of 
seeds and plants.
In doing so, they have entered a 
realm of time very different to 
ordinary experience.
The thousands of feet of film 
they have shot, the hours of 
recorded time, will probably be 
condensed to something like two 
minutes out of the 26 minutes of 
the movie.
The 50 wildflowers they 
researched and filmed and the 
examples of patterns in nature 
will be equally as carefully 
selected.
The end result will be a superb 
viewing experience for the 
audience.
The film is expected to be 






Drop in between 7 p.m.i 
and 10 p.m. and learn 




the Youth Oevelopment 





Friday, Dec. 7 at 8 P.M. 




(Conducted by members of the Kni^its of Pythias) 
Proceeds for purchase of recreation equipment,
(especially Roll er Skates)
.'AT DIETRICH REFLECTS SUNLIGHT onto a 
growing mushroom with a hand-held mirror. The
exercise enabled her husband's camera to capture 
the growth of the fungus in time-lapse photography.
said:...................................... .....
Then They will plant;the seedsT> 
in sand at room temperature and: 
film their growth; i? - T 
It takes about a rnonth for the
seedsto root and grow To a half 
:inch.'::
Dietrich will set the camera to
photograph four times a day and 
a month’s growing period will be
fir amt
MgMii"■'©r
Aid, Fred Robinson, who 
prcvioimly strongly opposed any 
grant to the Sidney and North 
Saanich Cliuinber of Coinincrcc 
Monday introduced n inolion to 
'^ive the group $6(K)Toward the 
cost of Christinas decnralious for 
the town,
His abrupt change of direction 
on the issue surprised at least two 
fellow council members — with 
Aid. Peter Malcolm seconding 
the motion beeause ho ‘Thought 11 
was worth $GiX) to find out why 
(Robinson) changed his mind”
“If you can give a day oH with 
pay, then 1 can give for 
decorations ... that’s my 
reasoning whether you like it or 
not,” Vtobinson told them.
LEGION AUXILIARY 
The Dec. 10 meeting of the 
Women’s Auxiliary to the 
Saanich Peninsula (Pacific No. 
87) the Royal Canadian Legion 
will feature the election and 
installation of officers,
Il was decided that this year an 
element of Christmas sociability 
will be introduced ■ preceding the 
meeting will be a pot luck supper, 
at (ip.m, in tho memorial room.
Member.s are askeii to bring 
contributions of llie food of their 
choice, also their own plate, cup, 
knife, fork and spoon, to cut down 
on the dishwashing chores.
Tiiere will Ijc a gilt uxchange, 
not exceeding one dollar.
All members are welcsome. 
ITnns for Chrisunas giving 
have been finalimi and Mrs. 
Marg Boslwr has purchased 30 
liiiH of cookies for hospital 
patients and shut-in.s.
Mrs, Eva Hemens, who is in 
charge of home visiting, will 
purciiase plants, flowers tmd the 
like from the Sun.shine Bo.v, a 
little : Isix fpi': voluiitary cun'; 
iributions which always seems to 
heTvell-fllied.:;,,v-, .y;'
President - Mrs, Florence 
Chappiiis was in Ihe ehtiir at the 
last meeting and; a letter was 
read from provincial command, 
reminding the mixiliary that the 
1974 per ea|iilal payment is slow 
due !ind asking that iHislage he 
included when ordering regidla 
Mrs, Mollie Duncan reiMirter 
on the recent zone counei! 
meeting at Sooke,
Thefe had lieen 13 ' votinfi 
members from seven auxiliaries 
with 25 visitors.
Cli«8»s in Meriew
Jack Rogers, wife of the former 
incumbent, was presented with a 
beautiful blue hydranga at the 
Christmas tea.
Following the meeting a social 
hour and tea were enjoyed.
BRENTOOOD COMMUNITY 
WIONDAf DECi; 7:30 P.Mi
\,15'GAMES;$1.00y; '
EXTRA CARDS 5 FOR $1.00 or 25c EACH.
tispemnaaematai
Zone representative, Mrs. 
Chapjiuis, had conducted the 
meeting and there had been time 
to visit with the Sooke women.
Mrs. Nellie Jarvis ropoiTod 
,(126 visits in' ihe veteran's 
hospital during the summer 
months, mainly by outlying 
xnxiliaries. Next inceting. Pro 
Pats Brunei) in Fel)ruary.
Mrs, Canedii Herrington 
eporled on a smorgiislwrd and a 
wedding, with a cocktail parly, 
wedding, smorgasl.iord :md a 
dinner coming up.
Tliere had lieen a work iiarty ifi 
die kitchen and a wall can-o))ener 
will lie puriihased.
With file hundreds pf emi|ioiis 
collected, three or four large 
pans, (or use in Ihe kitchen, will 
iioTiblained.
Mrs, Eileen McNVilliams had 
been busy in Ihe past Ivyo months, 
vi.siting a Total of 10 in the 
velenm’s hospital and throe in 
Jubilee,
Mrs. TIemeas and Mrs, Ann 
Beal visited 16 in Sept ember, and 
Mrs, Beal M in .OetDber. Mrs 
Cliappiii.s liiid seeii four in 
UeHthaveti Hospital.
Mrs, Millie Dunvan had at 
tended the men’s executive 
meeting and learned Ihe l.,egien 
ixiolli at the Saanieh Fall Fair 
had licen inoisi ^ prol'italde this 
v«;ar.
It had been suggested al this 
meeting that the many loavesmf 
sandwiches for special occasions, 
such as. Nov. 11, July 1 and 
Decnralion Day in June, in llie 
future lie prejiared liy some of the 
Legion men’s wives, as it was felt 
Ihe auxiliary women are 
carrying a heavy load with their 
eatermg projects.
Mrs.Dosher had attended tlie 
.Saanich Peninsula Emergency 
Fund ineeling and listed llie new 
exeeulive,
The Moo.se Lodge lias assumed 
reKjionsibiliiy for tlie Christmas 
liainpcr.s, Init repre.senlalivus 
from all memlier organizidlons 
are asked to assist Next, 
meeting. Dee, :! in Margaret 
Vauglian'Birch hall,
'Die president thanked all who 
iiad stood fluty for llie poppy tag 
■ day, A total of; $104.24 hud been 
realized by llie l„egion wuineii 
and a good sum liy the Army and 
Navy women.' ,
t't? will lie' 
and Mrs
Nominating commit 
Mrs. Millie rmnean 
Muriel Green.
Mnnibly tombola was won by 
Mrs, Howena .Nunn,
Women of the Brentwood College 
Memorial Qiapel at their annual 
meeting, held on Tuesday, Nov. 
20, inlho parish hall.
Reports from the officers 
showed a very active and 
produetive year; the report of the 
(.lirislnias lea and bazaar, held 
on Nov, 17 showed a profit of over 
$;)00.
Officers insi ailed were Miss 
Mary Martin, president; Mrs. 
David Ryfill, viee-pre.sidenf; 
Mrs. F.O. Wofilaston, seerclary; 
Mrs. R.D. Mawhood, treasurer; 
Mrs. A,S. McNeil, social service 
secretary; Mrs. Eva Wood, 
dorcas .secretary;Tun^ Mrs. F, 
Hush wort il, nnileti lank offei'ing 
and extra cents secretary,
A flonalion , vvas ,maile To flie, 
vicarage huilding fundi and a 
liTirisimas gift of a layette for Ihe 
dorems depaiTment was made.
Rev. Dub.son congratulated 
memliers on their hard work 
during llie year. ' ; ,■
As, a small token of ap­
preciation of her service to The 
Cliurci) and the A.C.W., Mrs.
SIDNEY PRE-SCHOOL
There will be a general meeting 
of the .Sidney Pre-School group at 
the home of Mrs. Pal Diolrich, 
2234 Ardwell, on Monday, Dec, 3.
Tlie group is planning a penny 
auction and several other events 
lo imike the meeting a festive 
occasion, ,
Any mothers interested in the 
sehool are invited to allend, 
which will he a strictly informal 
gathering.
The school horrowed a tram- 
ixilino recently and llio ehilciroii, 
though a bit hesitant al first, 
enjoyed Themselves thoroughly, 
under adult Hupervlsion,
A few openings in the four- 
year-old class will be avuilablc in 
jaiiuary - intercBted parents 
can oliserve the morning class at 
,St, Paul’s Cburch on any Mon­
day , Tue.sdny or Wedifesday from 
T) to ni30 a.m;; ; ■;;;
ClasBoa for three-year-okls are 
held on Wednesdays, Thursduys 
and Fridays. ;
DEAN PARK PROPERTY OWNERSf ASS'N. 
GENERAL AAEETING
7.;«i PM





'.'Want to Hear Your'Views ,





rtm', ’Will Dolison presided al 
the election and installation of 
nfl'icers of the Anglican (.'hurch
PUBLIC MEETING
SCHOOL DISTRICT HO. 63 (SAAHICH)
The Hoard ol ,Sehool Trustce.s invileH I’areniB. .SIikIciiIh. 
'I'TXieher.s (itid memliers of the eominuniiy to aiteiul ineeling 




MUlt Road, Sidney, B.C.
turkey bingo
Sttluiikiy, Dt e. 1
Ditioiog • 12.50*1,10. 
Tli(*()rg«nair«'X
ThurKilay.Nov,29.H;()0P.M,
K . of P Hall ■ 9700 Fourth St., Sidney
15 (James —1.1 Tnikeys over 12 lbs.
5 Exirii Games for Cash
SpooMired by Vklory r,«(l||e No. 63. Knights of J*yllifii«
i; The Public School System ■ Its Focus on Community 
Needs;, ,
2, Student Involvement in Eduealioiifd Matlers,
3, The Use of School l'‘nclllties liy the Comiiiunily.
4, The Secondary Scdwol Curriculum,:
■'"T;
I-;';”
Continues now through to Saturday,
T!inv':'d''iy, NrtT-nmher do pm .
at 'Parkland Secondary Scliool
Ilc-cheok ihe big 20-pag« flyer delivered In laat weekend’s 
newspapers for exciting values for Christmas gift giving 
all at eaHy-on-ihe-biidget prices Phw many extra- 
sixmlnln featured in The dally newiipapcrs. Remember, 
you can shop ft a.m. to 0 p-hr, 'rtmrsihiy and Frldwy 
"evcahigs — so |ihm a shopping spree before ihe week is out. 
and reap your chftre of tho If you can’t shop in
' person, dial '■ ■■
(LOO p.m,
A riicmbci* of llio Boairlmf Sclioo) Truslces will nc.l as the
discussion lafiliialor lor each topic,
. 'COME FOR COFFEE ;«<DlSCUSSU:iN
, Hli'i'LiNE .iliiliTMi
,;;
neslikiUs of Cobble Hill, Jordan River, Port Renfrew and 
tin* Gull Ifilaruls call toll-free ifienHb
J' ■■
■;v
- ■■ y;.'!.,,;, -vy :■
■■. ■; „ I ■. ’ V
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A pretty autumn wedding took 
place at the Brentwood College 
Memorial Chapel on Saturday, 
Sept. 29, when Carolyn Barbara 
McNeil, daughter of Supt. A. S. 
McNeill (RCMP retired) and 
Mrs. McNeil of 7100 Hagan Rd., 
Brentwood Bay, became the 
bride of Const. Steven Grant 
Price, son of Supt. H.L. Price 
(RCMP retired) of Victoria, and 
the late Mrs. Price.
The marriage was performed 
by Archdeacon E. H. Maddocks, 
D.D.
The church was decorated with 
yellow and white daisy-type 
chrysanthemums, the guest pews 
being marked with white car­
nations and ivy tendrils.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride wore an elegant 
Alfred Angele original wedding 
gown of silk organza over taffeta.
The high neckline and cap 
sleeves of the fitted bodice were 
of Guipure lace, embroidered 
with pearls.
Guipure lace appliques 
adorned the A-lined skirt that 
swept back into a full train.
Her full-length silk illusion net 
veil, with lace appliques, misted 
from a Camelot cap, and she 
wore above-the-elbow white kid
gloves.
Her bouquet was of yellow 
roses and lx)uvardia.
Her matron-of-honour was her 
sister-in-law, Mrs. Campbell 
McNeil, of Ottawa, and her 
bridesmaid was Miss Mary 
O’Neill, of Victoria.
Both wore gowns of sharp 
yellow Swiss cotton, fashioned 
with scoop necks and long 
sleeves.
Their headdresses were small 
circlets, worn on the back of their 
hair.
They carried bouquets of 
yellow and white daisy type 
chrysanthemums and wore 
matching gold necklets, the gifts 
of the bride.
The best man was Const. 
D.B.F. Mercer, RCMP, of Banff, 
Alta.
Tlie ushers and attendants 
were Const. D.V. Richardson, of 
Victoria, Const. J. Hofmann, of 
Richmond, ([bnst. E.W. Eves, of 
Calgary, Alta., and Cbn.st. D. H. 
Rankin, of Canmore, Alta.
Leaving the church, the bridal 
party passed through an arch 
formed by a guard of honour of 
uniformed RCMP personnel 
holding their lances.
The bride and groom were 
driven to the reception, held at 
the P.P.C.L.I. Officer’s Mess at 
Work Point, in a vintage 
Packard.
They were met by the 
Regimental Piper and conducted 
to the Mess.
The bride’s mother received 
the guests wearing a long- 
sleeved, full-length cream 
colored sheer dress, embroidered 
in shades of beige and browTi, 
with a cuff of brown satin at the 
hem.
Her corsage was of yellow 
roses.
She was assisted by the 
bridegroom’s aunt, Mrs. Chester 
Gault, who wore a long dress of 
mint green sheer, with silver 





Pastel painters on the Saanich 
Peninsula will get a chance to 
learn from one of the masters of 
the craft, the Saanich Peninsula 
School Board announced this 
week.
The l)oard is offering a 10- 
session course under the 
guidance of American artist ’I ecu 
Slagtx)om, who is recognised as 
one of the most accomplished 
workers in the medium.
Born in Java, the artist’s main 
studio is on an island just otf the 
Maine coast.
Further information about the 
course is available at 656-1111.
The bride’s table was centered 
with a three-tiered wedding cake, 
which she cut with her father’s 
sword.
The toast to the bride was given 
by her godfather, E.A. Wakefield 
of Victoria, who brought out in his 
speech the fact that the bride’s 
grandfather, father, brother, 
godfather and father-in-law were 
all former members of the RCMP 
and her husband is a serving 
member.
Telegrams were read from 
Peace River, Edmuucon and 
Halifax.
Leaving for their honeymoon, 
the bride wore a Hardy Amies 
suit of primrose yellow silk and 
wool, with a yellow orchid cor­
sage.
The newlyweds will make their 
home at Cochrane, Alta., where 
the groom is stationed.
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. 
Chester Gault, of Airdrie, Alta., 
Mr. and Mrs. Logie Johnson, of 
Winnipeg (aunts and uncle of the 
bridegroom); R. Campbell 
McNeil, of Toronto (uncle of the 
bride); Campbell S. L. McNeil
(the bride’s brother) and Mrs. 
McNeil, with Stirling and 
Melissa, of Ottawa; and Mr. and 
Mrs. W. H. Stauffer (the bride’s 
uncle and aunt), of Edmonton.
In addition, there were many 
friends and relations from 
Vancouver, and friends from 
Calgary, Toronto and Kinistino, 
Sask.
Wednesday, November 28, 1973
Patron Saint Communion
A St. Andrew’s day communion 
service will be held at the 
Brentwood College Memorial 
Chapel this Friday, Nov. 30, at 10 
a.m.
St. Andrew is the patron saint 
of all Anglican Church Women.
The service will be taken by the 
vicar, the Rev. Will Dobson.
The Chapel is on Sea Drive.
Ursula Redwood 
School of Fashion Design
Ihursdajf, 7:30p.m. to 9:30 p.m. 
at 11120 Rosborough Road, Sidney
Crochet, Knitting, Embroidery 
Fine points in Tailoring - such as button holes, 
pockets, etc. Fine points in Dressmaking 
such as Pattern layout, fitting problems, etc.
8 Classes Starting Nov. 29
P'or information phone Bus. 598-3023 
or home 636-4780
CHRISTMAS






Sidney’s Bethel Baptist Church 
will honor its new pastor, the 
Rev. Darrell Eddy, with an in­
duction service to be held this 
Saturday', Dec. 1, at 6:15 p.m. in 
the church ( on Beacon Avenue.
Rev. Eddy was converted in 
early 1952, while he was studying 
writing at the University of Iowa.
Rev. Eddy then tui-ned to
( theological studies; receiving a 
Bachelor of Divinity degree from
the Fuller Theological Seminary 
in Pasadena, California, in 1955.
He had (previoi^^
Bachelor of Arts degree from 
Grinriell College, a liberal arts
( college in his natiye Iowa.
His ministry since leaving the i 
California seminary has; included 
three-and-a-half years as a 
missionary in Singapore and 
Thailand, under the auspices of 
the overseas missionary 
fellowship, and the pastoring of 
three Baptist churches; one in 
Pennsylvania, one in Wisconsin 
and one in Coquitlam.
He served the lower mainland 
church for almost eight years, 
during which time he also taught 
at the Vancouver Bible Institute.
Rev, Eddy was married in 
June, 1963*, to Miss Jessie 
Strachan, of Vancouver, whom 
he met while working as a 
missionary in Tliailand,
The couple will live at 9982 
Fifth Street in Sidney.
At Saturday’s induction ser­
vice, Ihe Rev. 11. Holmes - of 
Central Baptist Church in Vic­
toria — will give the charge to the 
new pastor.
Dr. George Da we, of North 
Vancouver, will give the charge 
to the. church.
E. Warkentin. a past memln'r 
of Bethel Church and now 
president of the convention of 
regular Baptist churches in the 
proviitce, will also speak at the 
service.;.'''
A fellowship period, with 
refreshments, will preceed the 
service, starting at 4:30 p.m.
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IN ALL SIZES IN ALL COLOURS
IN ALL PATTERNS




Automatic Color Control 
Automatic Tint Control 
Automatic Fine Tuning
SALE with
MSL *969“'’ working trade
20” PHILCO COLOR
Automatic Fine Tuning 
Automatic Color 
IVISL'‘629’"'




25” Consolette COLOR I
Automatic Tuning 1
Automatic Color Control 1
SALE ’529” 1
26” PHILCO MODULAR Free Home Trial OTHER 20” COLOR I




Parts & Labour 








CARPETS 9842 3rd St. SIDNEY 656-3724
MiMWItTWIHIlWII
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AUTOPLAN
YOUR PUBLIC AUTO INSURANCE
GOES INTO EFFECT MARCH 1st, 1974
HERE’S WHAT YOU SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT IT
Why AutoPian?
Car insurance costs money. Sometimes, a 
lot of money. And sometimes without giv­
ing you the auto insurance protection you 
really need and want. That’s why the In­
surance Corporation of British Columbia 
was formed ... to provide every driver and 
car owner in the province with comiplete 
motor vehicle insurance at the lowest 
possible cost. And at the same time, to 
provide the best possible claims settlement
service.
AutoPian is a complete and comprehen­
sive system that will allow you to take care 
of all your motor vehicle insurance, and 
licence plate requirements efficiently, at 
one location. More than 1,000 trained, in­
dependent insurance agents throughout 
the province will provide AutoPian service, 
as well as the regular Motor Vehicle Licence 
Offices.
There are more advantages to AutoPian. 
First, all drivers and vehicles in British 
Columbia will have insurance. And with 
everyone insured by the same compariy, a 
lot of lengthy and costly legal battles will 
be lavoided. : Further; all money from ;pre-; 
miums goes back into AutoPian, to prdvide 
; British ColLimbiaias with the lowest pdssible 
premiums and the best ppssible claims 
rservice:V'
Optional Supplementary Coverage.
When you arrange for your AutoPian in­
surance, you can, in most cases, increase 
your third party liability to $100,000, 
$200,000, $300,000, $500,000 or 
$1,000,000. Collision deductibles can be 
decreased to either $100 or $50; and the 
comprehensive deductible can be decreased 
to$25.
You can discuss these points with your in­
surance agent when you receive your 
AutoPian form later this year.
How to get AutoPian Insurance.
Late in December, you’ll be sent a personal­
ized application form which combines your 
Motor Vehicle annual re-registration form 
and AutoPian insurance application. As 
soon as this is received, you will be able to 
obtain AutoPian insurance and the 1974 
validation sticker for your vehicle licence 
plates.
We believe that AutoPian makes a lot of 
sense. We think you will too.
When the fohd;amves, sirhply takdiht6 ;ohe . : V
vof the rhore than 1,0(30 independeitt insur-: 
ance agents' or to a Motor Vehicle Licence 
Office: Both have specially trained person­
nel who will help you fill out the form pro- ; 
perly, calculating your insurance and 
licencing costs. At the same time, they will 
provide you with your 1974 licence valida- , 
tion sticker. We recommend that you work 
with your agent, rather than attempting to - 
fill in the form on your own.
AutoPian insurance can also be obtained 
by mail for most types of cars and light 
commercial vehicles; however, we suggest 
that wherever possible, you take the Auto­
Pian form, as it anives in the mail, to your 
independent insurance agent or Motor 
Vehicle Licence Office.
What AutoPian is and when it starts.
AutoPian is a complete accident compen­
sation insurance plan for allmotor vehicles 
registered in British Columbia.
It pro\/ides coinpcnsation for deaths and 
injuries, as well as major damage resulting 
from motor vehicle accidents, regardless of 
who is at fault. AutoPian also provides lia- 
. bility. coverage so that any person injured 
in cln automotive accident, or who suffers 
property damage from a British Columbia 
vehicle; is assured that the vehicle owner 
is financially responsible to the extent of 
his coverage.
As of March T , 1974, all licenced motor 
: vehiclc.s registered in the province will be 
required to carry insurance.
How much will AutoPian cost?
With all motor vehicle insurance being ’ 
Taken care of by one company insurance 
costs are expected to be lower than you 
are presently paying. However, this is sorne- 
thing that you’ll really only be able to find 
out once your AutoPian form arrives and 
when you talk to your agent. The form 
contains information on factors which affect 
the cost of insurance, such as the size and 
age of the car, and how and where it is used. 
Some details also have to be determined by 
you or your agent.
The key is your agent. Special training will 
allow him to quickly calculate the exact 
amount of your particuHr auto insurance, 
including any optional extensions you may 
want.
A notice of your driver’s insurance pre­
mium will be mailed to you early in March, 
1974.:
AutoPian time payments.
Your agent or Motor Vehicle Licence Office 
will arrange time payments if you wish. 
Terms will be cash for your vehicle licence 
fee and 15% of v/our AutoPian premium. 
The balance can be paid in six monthly 
installments.
The Basic AwtoPlaii Covcfrage.
AH private passengcjr cars that are 196/ 
models or newer and commercial vehicles 
that weigh less than B.OOC) pounds gross 
vehicle vveight and are 1967 or newer are 
considered to he Category 1 ... all other 
vehicles are considered to be Category 2.
The basic coverage for all vehicles protects
you for: "
. $50,000 Third Party Liability... claims 
for bodily injury or property damage 
caused to'olHer.s.'
. There are “no fault” accident benefits 
for death and disabllibA weekly Indem­
nity, medical, rehabilitation, and 
funeral expenses up to the specuied 
maximum amount.
As well, basic coverage for Category I 
vchScies also includes;
• Collision damage to your veliide over 
;'lhc basic $250 deductible.
» Loss or damage from other penis . . . 
such as fire, theft, explosioa eartlv 
quake and violent weather... over ■
Whafc to do if you’re going to be away 
early in 1974.: ; ,;, ., c.;--
If you’re going to be away from hotne \dlh 
your car from now until after March 1, It 
is Important that you make arrangements 
Imrnediately to: have the form forwarded 
ioyou, "
Insuring your car from now until
March 1. , , ^ ^
Between now and March 1, when Autol Ian 
goes into effect, you can obtain private car 
insurance from most independent insur­
ance agents. If the agent who handled your 
insurance in the past is not able to help 
you, see one of the others in your com­
munity, or contact the Insurance Agents 
Association of B.C., 325 Idowe Street, 
Vancouver, telephone 683*8471, They can 
provide you v/ith the name of an agent 





Drive-In Claims Centres are now under 
construction In key locations throughout 
the province. At these centres, repair costs 
will be assessed and authorteatlon issued 
'; formaklng repairs.:
Claims In areas not served by one of these 
centres will be handled by travelling ad-
You can do this by passing on full details-
such as your name, vehicle licence nurnbep 
address and forwarding address--to the 
Persona! iJncs Manager, Insurance Cor­
poration of British Columbia. His teleiphoiu| 
nutnber is Area Code 6»()4, 665'587oLCall 
collect. Gr, wiite to Box 11131, l^oyal 
Centre, Vancouver, V6E 3R4.
Vlour driving record and your 
premium...
In addition to the premiums for motor 
ychicie insurance, each driver avill pay a 
separate premium as a driver. The amount 
will vary according to the driving record of 
each individual In this way, people with 
poor driving records will pay tnore and 
good drivers will pay, less. The more de­
merit points you have on your licence, the 
more your driver’s insurance will cqst you.
slers.
THE INSURANCE CORPORATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
If you are involved in an accident outside 
British Columbia, you will be able to call 
AutoPian collect and be advised of a near­
by source of fast claims service.
probably have many questions that 
this cannot completely answer; How­
ever, many of these, questions will be an­
swered in a helpful brochure which will be 
sent to you along with your licence renewal 
and AutoPian insurance application form. 
You will receive an even more? compre­
hensive guidebook when you obtain your 
insurance. But one of the best sources of 
information vdll be your own insurance 
agent, Right now, he’s undergoing a com­
prehensive training programme, and when 
tills course is cornplctocf In December, hcTl 
be able to give you all the help you need,,
A key to many of your questions will be 
found in your computer-prepared personal­
ized licence leiiewal and in!>Ui«inc»^ lippHcu 
tion form. So wait until this form anives 
late in December, Then, consult with your 
inGurance agent. His sendees will be ven; 
■.helpful ■ : ';■: .
HiWlilMMl
We
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BKACON AT Ist STREET
I I i i ^ 111 ^ n t A AHelp Wanted
RESPONSIBLE SCHOOL GIRL in Ardwell 
area as mother’s helper from 3:30 p.m. ■ 7:00 
p.m. 5days a week. 75c per hour. 656-2751. 48- 
2
$17,000 
This is the full price 
bedroom bungalow, 








GIRL FOR PART TIME WORK in Pal's-A- 
Pizza. Mostly weekends. 656-4221 or 656-2307.
48-1
RELIABLE WOMAN TO CLEAN one day 
per week or two morninRS in Sidney area 
with own transportation. $2 00 per hour. 656- 
2751. •*8-2
WOULD YOU LIKE A HUSINESS of your 
own”’ You don't need an office to start; begin 
at home, full or part4iine. Ideal for husband 
and wife team or individuals. No obligation. 
Reply Box A,'fhe Review. 48-1
PENDER ISLAND 
Retreat to your own \AA ;icre 
farm. Large old 4 or ;") bedroom 
farmhouse in excellent condition. 
25 fruit trees. Drilled well plus 









WANTED. RECEPTIONIST with good 
typing for chartered accountant office. 






“Vancouver Island's mOvSt 






I’dltT Mil l-; rVI’lCWRi riat and record 
pl.iser I’luine 6r,6-.i6T(,i, i‘Vcningsonly, 48-1
l! \t i;it AM) RICim It iMtISM.VnC 6 mm
lo'ti';:*'! ir,g 1 eiescope. 6.'iii-'>:i6:7 even mgs, 48-1
(iillM';'r "UKSSOV" II Hat with .-N Slide, 
t ionii Condi! MU', ?6I) tin t».56-.'iloK, 48-1
•DO.MIMON" 
Phtiiie 656 4015
lit;mo and stool. S475.IKI.
48-1
ItoVVl. |■()U|■ \1U.K I Vl’l-:wtu I'ER







— NEW APPLIANCES 





WHARFAGE FOR RENT, 20 ft. space 
available to April Isl. $10,00 per month. 656- 
3513. -18-1
H^IpWauted PRICES EFFECTIVE 
Nov. 28 - Dec. 1
SuHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
Wc reserve the right to 
limit ejuantities
ANYONE WISHING A RIDE TO VIC- 
TORI.A, Tuesday - Saturday, approx, hours 8 
a.m.-5:30p.m. I’ieasecall 656-5:128. 48-1
MATURE, RELIABLE BABY SITTER 
required 2-3 hours daily after school and full 
days during some school holidays for 9 and 
12year old. Amity Drive area. 656-2528. 48-1
“Complete Real Estate 
Service Across Canada”
CELEBRITY INVITES YOU lo a career of 
selling quality fashion jewellry. Complete 
training and top commis.sion offered. 385- 
4188. ‘*8-2
WANTED, PERSON EXPERIENCED IN 
SEWING, part time. Age no barrier. Phone 
656-5414. ‘*8-4
WOMAN FOR CASUAL BABY SITTING, 
mostly days, apply Box V, the Sidney 
Review. 494f
Victoria 1057 Fort St. 386-2111 
SIDNEY 656-3924
REPAIRS
6459 PATRICIA BAY HWY. 
652-2511
SAANICH
Your Saanich Paninsula 
Realtors








TO i beautiful slopihgyacresl All
Memllars of
Victoria Res) Estate Board 
and Multlpta Listing Service.




1st on the PENINSULA 
1st in QUALITY 
1st in SERVICE
BUTLER BROTHERS






native trees, wafe mains and 
well. Good road frontage: Asking 
$70,000. What is your offer?
Owner -Wilt Dorman gives per­
sona! attention to ail orders
'■: Ph6nE-:656-47541L-1,
liEEP flli';i-r/.K. cash register, meal sheer, 
I'nledit sv’aies, i.;aridy shew eas(*. V(*gctai)ie 
ilaial, \Mlh gla.ss mii'rnr. meal euiiler with 
iee ereain eitoler attaelie<l, misceilaneuus 
iU'ms Kay Gi’aeery. 16184 riiji’dSl.
Sidnes 48-1
iMiiinw
WANTED BY COLLECTOR.! PISTOL.S. 
Rifles, sholgiuis, swords, bayonets, lances, 
cartridges, helmets, old uniforms and 
medals. Will pay cash. Please phone 478-7016 
after 6p.m. 44-4
l.AWN.S AM) DRIVEWAYS vacuumed 
I jotis. Sidney area. 656-1870.
; odd 
49-2
ADt'l.'r :i SPEED, :l wheel bicycle. Never 
used .S:ierilice $1'2.5,00- I’hone 6‘29-3361, 48-1
HINTS ‘MANWICK " SIMUI.ATED
eleelne fireplace - heater. 6.56-4467.
LOG
48-1
WORK W.-VNTKD-Troe falling, cement work, 
landscaping by hour or contract. Free 
estimates. Cali 384-9737.
:i3-tf
WANTED. SMALL OIL COOK STOVE in 
good condition. 656-4460 after 4:30 p.m. 48-1
WANTED TO ItENT FOR CHHIST.MAS 
season.one ping pong table. 656-2164 . 48-1
Bl.ACK I’F.RSl.A.N (GE.NUl.N'E) lamb coal. 
.Size 10-18. .New lining $125.00. 656-5:161. 48-1
WAN’rED, ODD JOBS. Own power saw and 
wood working tools. Bob Murray, 656-5039.
48-2
WANTED, DOLL HOUSE, older 
young girl. 656-3291 afler 6p.m
tvpe, for 
48-1
TWO. X.55 X It WHITE WALL winter lires 
with studs. Only 2000 miles. $50.00, 6,56-4217 
after 5p.m. '*8'1
WANTED. WORLD BOOK EN­
CYCLOPAEDIA in good condition. 656-5096.
48-1
Teacher Aides — Clerk I 
Applicatios will be received by 
the undersigned from suitably 
qualified persons for three part 
time, temporary teacher aide 
positions in elementary schools. 
Successful applicants will be 
required lo assist school 
classroom teachers with routine 
clerical duties, distributin and 
collection of materials and other 
non-teaching tasks.
Applications forms are available 
fromthe Saanich School Board 
Office, 656-111. Closing date is 12 
o’clock noon, Friday, November 
30th, 1973.
R. S. Ingram 
Secretary-Treasurer




Monday to Saturday 
8:30 aim. to 6:00 p.m. 





















TWO FEMALE. SIX WEEK OLD PUPS. 
Inlelligent and healthy. Shepherd, Collie and 
Samoved Cross. 592-6191 or 656-3089. 48-1
GARAGE .SAl.E, .Sunday, Dec. 2, 9775 West 
Saanich Rd., near Pat Bay. Wooden, kitchen 
labie and buffet; drop lomige and rocker; 
oak drqsser; one year old. Inglis Automatic 
washer; bedroom suite; coppertone frost 
free, 13 cu. ft. fridge; T.V,; component 
stereo;: 15 in. Unilug Mags; Dune Buggy 
chassis; more. : ^ ^ ‘*8'*
Goming Evegts
XMAS LAY-AWAY
Stere© components for people who 
don't know cs whole lot obout stereo 









BRENTWOOD COMMUNITY ^LUB 
Christmas Turkey Bingos, Monday, Dec^3 
and Dec. 17 al 7:30,p.m: 15 Games $1.00^
Extra cards 5 for $1.00 or 25C each. 46-3
BINGO K OF P HALE, 8 pirn, every Thur­
sday. Everybody welcome. ;
31-lf . . „ :
Established 1925
50 Treed acres, total seclusion 
with magnificent views from the 
; 450ft.Tevel. . $175,000.
B'or sale or will build to suit 
tenant, 21/2 acre commercial, 1 
acre residential, prime location.
Sparlings
HOLIDAYS ARE OVER, time to slarl think­
ing of Christmas; Try Tri Chem Liquid 
: Embroidery. Presents will be all made and 
paid for by December.; Plionc Doreen 
Rosenthal, 652-2514, _ . :
35-tf''
ise"
i PIERS ISLAND 
3 bedroom waterfront retreat 
with private beach, plus use of 
150 ac. recreation area and 
communal wharf,





',2 ac. freed lot close to Ganges, 
overlooking Ganges harbour. 
Watermains. $10,000
WE WILL TAKE 
TRADE-INS 
BUYING OR SELLING
: ' ^ ^ .CALL^: '
656-4000 K. Drost 656-2427 




'nils is a three bedroom split 
level, immaculate inside and out, 
and located in a low traffic area. 
Early occupancy is availablfJ and 
a low 0 percent mortgage could 
be assumed,
, $36,900
SAANICH PENLNSULA HOSPITAL. .A 
Public Meeting will he held on Tuesday Deo. 
4, 1973 at: 8 p.m. in St. Stephen’s Hall: SI. 
STephen’s Road ;<off' Mt. ;::Newlbn;; Cross 
Road) for the purpose of formulating plans 
for Ihe estahlishment, of an /luxiliary Jo llie ' 
above-mehtionedirhospital - -- priinary ob­
jectives being to add to the comfort ann 
welfare of patients — to raise funds for tliat, 
purpose etc. Ikilh men and women are 
cordiallyVinvited to attend. For furlber in­
formation please ccmtaci Mrs. • Evans 6.52- 

















UE'rHEI. BAPTIST CHURCH invites you to 
the Induction of (lev. Darrell Eddy; B A., 
B.D, as their pastor, Saturday. December 
1st, 4:30,p.m. Hefreslimenls and fellowship, 
,M): 15 p.m.Serviceof Induction, , 48-1
Filters. AFC. Discrete or matrix four-channel 
performance. You could go bonkers just thinking about 
stereo components. .
Or you could go to an Electrohome dealer and ask to see the ^ ^ v 
ail-new Electrohome stereo component line. Five different models to 
choosefrbm. Some with automatic changers. Sorne witn eight-track 
decks. All complete with a pairof.matched speakers. And ail with,
, Best ofallvthere’s airiendly name up front that you know
and trust for performance and service. Electrohome. ;












CHIUSTM.AS BA'/.AAH and bake sale, 
Sidney Mall, Saturday, Dec. 1st. eom- 
meiic'ing UV-Otl a m. Sponsored l)y Ctiurch iif 
.lesusnu-ist of Latter Day Sainls, 48-1
CHRISTMAS COFFEE PARTY and Bake 
Sale, Saiurdav. Doeembor 8, lb a.m. - 12 
noon. Margaret Vaughan-Rireh Hall. 9697 
Fourth St., Sidney, .St, Andrew’s morning 
group. , i :’8'2
TtlANGE of ADORESS. Ed’s FurniUire 
IU‘i)nirs. 9850 Fourth St,, Sidney. 056-1218, 38-
If ,
RUHBISII AND GARBAGE hauled.,6.56-1784, 
:t,Mf
SAANlCH’l’ON COMMUMTV CLUU Annual 
Chrislnias Turkey “500’’ Card J’arty, 
Agrieiiltural Hall, Saaoiehlon, I'ruiay, 
Deeemher 7 at 8;00 p.m, Turkey prr/.es. 
rallies, Kmilxilas.retreshinenis. 48-;!
GIFTS FOH CHRISTMAS, Uniquely ihf- 
li.'rent OersOimllz.ed house signs. I'hnne 05’2- 
22ir»/ M-t
CAPITAL 




miijoy a ptnicoful quiet life on this 
deligiilfully treed area near golf 
eoui’iif’S and the sea,,
$17,0(!() , , ■
SANITARY GARBAGE SERVICE. Sidney




IToiimg Bruno von 
;i8if
THI CHEM LUJUm EMRROIIH'IUV make: 
lovely ChrlMmas itii'ls Shop with Mrs I), 








Cozy, clean, no step bungalow, 
Close (o shoiipiiig areas, $25,000,
■ t\
J,;' ':'"nLANDS.END:\
A W'omi<‘d aere with Itui II. ol 
Walei'fi’ont in ibis ehoie*.' area 
tiverlookiiig Oiwichan Hay aiRl 
SatelliR' Clianiiel, 'Hiis properly 
' e.m he hnUl on at any time and 
suhdivided at ii la!er (tale upon 
'obtaining if turfher. wafer eon- 
neetion,
$■19,000 i! ,
(lien ,lolm 05(l-;!KlH “




THE ORGANIZERS OFTIIE Peier Mmido
Brnelii I’uud, wish to thank Ihi' fellnwing 
donors;- Sidney TraveLodge; Canada 
Safeway i Coffee Cup Keslmiranl, Slyle Tone 
(leaners; Izieol Bulehers; Sidney Su|'.er 
F, biai.il Vii",v Freezer" Itairv Bennett 
t'bevron;, iV.Uer's Distillery; Ftedriek's 
,Siloes, Sidney Clean-Up S<'rvice; SaleUile 
Kisli, Shields Navigation; Sam’s llooling; 
.Sidney New’s ami Smokes, Slegg Bros., 
Mil.'b'ell and Amlersnn l.nmber I’e ; imd it 
■qteeml llimlks m the Arioy. Navy and .Air- 
loree Veieroos Chili; F.M'.mlive, Suirf 
Memliers .imlCmesItt and the Driller's Itaiul 






Your ComplBte Home EntBrtsinment CBntro
2363 BEACON AVE. 656-3012








Fboc) Services Upholstery NIiscellaneous
i.'NEi),! l■a,l•;lT^to|,l'\l':s lor s.ile, ling, 
beater and till HUaetiini'nls Kirby (.'o, ,nl 
Sliineyi 9it;t0 Third Si : 858'izO" 48'l
YFAll LNOf'ASn ANO< AltItV THI-CnCM
Liquid Emhrmdi'rv Sale as Inng as sloek 
I liii.ls (,’all Doreen HOheiUlial, iW.’ 2''Lh 4le,l
M 1.1 Ell BRUSH Pltoni ( IS 
UKtlMI'T llEEIVEItV SBRVICE 
NnliMANllUU. ■ , M’D1.4',i;iH
•imi
1 AND ,MV FAMILY wish lo thank tdl mv 
Iriembi fni; the llnwers, e«rdH and gniid 
wjshi,’|i given me whib' in hnsimii). 'llie L A, 
iiml Cm'i'rmii's ol Itraio'li 37 HoynS Caiiadiaii 
1 eginii, n■,emhersn^ I'vUnao Sislers, S|ieenil 
timnks to lira. WoiTiill ami MoUonI, nurse 
Gihun ami all tin’ ,daft of Rest IlilVeii
IliiHpiial who eiired fiir ine while in ilteir 
hands 'I’lmnka In all ,■ Margai et .Simlh 18 1
''''o’ ''‘'I’frl' P IB 1 ii'tSliBlG ’ i' a**'
liittiiiiiii





H,3l Hcres of park-like seclusion 
(dose to Ganges. Lively view of 
mainlnndi Property includes 
comfortable two or three 
IkHfroom bmne Try your tiffer on 
IhiB $5(5,0(10 property.
M,I.,S, RenUori*
.Hm .lories m mi
.R .lioVKIOrm (tW.riTlI
iC'liveMeComiinn (15(1.3011
.lolm Sidvmlor Notin’,V Public
WANTED
14J)CJ. LOTS
Uav<’ cash Iniyers who arc 
(iesperately requiring bldg, 
lots in Sidney and Norlli 





T).F, Hanley Ageni'ie,s 




USED FURNITURE, TV, 
APPLIANCES, TOOLS, 
MISCELLANEOUS.
CHECK OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY OR 
SELL ANYTHING
yIHS, .lANE M AEPL and Hit win .hwiii wo-R 
I.) ihimk all ihr. lavple loid nier(.'luon>. of 
Sidne\ oho ainweil siieli ih.>nghilnlm'i-.s. and 
generm-iilv at die rereiil bi‘neln d.oiee given 
m uur behalf. Sperial Ihimk'* lo Ihe Arm,v , 
•v,gv .Mill Air Fnive I’lob No, 30',!, llm 
meiiVliei'Hol Ihe < yneobvi''..iheMigainz.<*r.'t'(i( 
Ihe Iteni’lil llaoee, llo' Itrifleri. Band ami all 
ilmniln'i' 'vmiderlnl |ie.ip|eeiini'erneil. Iil-I
WE WISH T'O EXI’RKsS our hiiieerM ilnmkH 
In mir trieniE inr Ihe ltimlm'>i' and sympaihy 
eMnaled In US at Oo’ ih'aBi uf mil lii'luvetl 
Wile and mollii’r. Nellie AmlerMin S|n.iliO 
ihimksm Dr i Mnll'.ioi .md lUivkmglmm.thi' 
hiiiii ill HeMliUM-o. the I'mied t Inireli 
Visiting rmimmi'-i' mol nn'mi’eis m ilu' Si, 
.Lihii’s Amiml.mee Av.n TtiiOik ynu Inr 
iiM' |.,vi-U d.ivvms and a.ird'. irreited 




Ounlity Moat Cut, Wrappoc) 
tor Homo FreozoES
71 OR W, Sannlch 652-1G52
DANISH
UPHOLSTERY
All nopmrs • Any mzo Itonl nmi 
lioilm cufdtions • custom qmdo 
,' ; (uri'iduro,




Ftotowalino. CuHIvallno, rroitl 
end loadof, Plowlno, Pont 



















7174 West Sfionlch Rond 





T.l/e - MOSO ,
tmi
IN ’iir:\biUIAM 
1\ I 0\l\li MI AlnllY III Ml*
^e'iM bie-i*e‘l aaav Navemln'l . 
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Resldnntml • Cornmorclal 
A God Course (^ornUruclion 
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Thur 29 0040 2.6 0920 12.0 1530 9.4 1720 9.4
Fri 30 0120 3.1 0955 12.0 1650 8.7 1820 8.7
Sat 1 0155 3.9 1025 11.9 1740 7.9 2010 7.9
Sun 2 0225 4.8 1045 11.7 1825 7.1 2155 7.4
Mon 3 0315 5.9 1110 11.6 1845 6.1
Tues 4 0015 7.5 0355 7.0 1140 11.5 1905 5.0
Wed 5 0225 8.4 0510 8.2 1150 11.4 1935 3.8
Thur 6 0350 9.4 0625 9.1 1210 11.5 2005 2.7
The Kirby office 
in Sidney
is under new management
Silver Threuds Mews
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 29
The new manager would like to establish good Public 
■Relations with the people of Sidney and surrounding areas.
9:30a.m. Carpet bowling






















Serenaders’ practice; oil painting 
Painting-oils & watercolors 
Wliisl
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER .5
Rug hooking; novel! ies 
Mah-Jongg 
Hot dinner
Concert with the George Fairfield Orchestra
Band practice
DAILY
Cards, library, shuffleboard, carpet bowling, morning coffee, light 
lunches and afternoon tea served every day, Monday to Friday, with a 
special hot dinner each Wednesday. Christmas dinner will be on Dec. 
19 at 12;30 p.m. Tickets now available at the centre.
If you have a problem re - Kirby, please contact us at (i.5fi-5.=>96 
or G.'iG-.iaOT and we will endeavour to do everything possible to












The fall recreation program is 
nearing its close. All participants 
are reminded that re­
registrations are now taking 
place arid will continue until Dec. 
.T0.-':,r'
Anyone not registered in the 
fall program wishing to enroll in 
the winter program (January to 
March) may place their name on 
thC;waiting list. ;
Vacancies will be filled in ^
; rotation after Dec. TO.
P a y rfi e n t 0 f f e e s i s : n 01 
necessary until early in the ngw, 
year.
Friends of the ' Sidney >
recreation progi'3*Ti
reminded of the turkey; bingo 
being held at the K of P hall on 
Friday, Dec( 7;
The bingo will be conducted by 
members of the K of P, wUh 
proceeds going to the purchase of 
additional roller skates and other 
recreation equipment.
Winners of prizes at last week's 
roller skating were; stop skate, 
Angela Thompson; door prize, 
Maria Mazzocca.
Last roller skating session of 
the fall SRC program will be held 
on Saturday, Dec. 8,
Division 4 and 5 entries in the 
Ijower Vancouver Island bad­
minton league played their home 
games recently at Sanscha: the 
division four team tied with 
Esquimalt, G-C; and the division 
five team lost out to Saanichton, 
5-7' . . •
Another series of league games 
are being played this week.
CoiigratulationK to Sidney 
Swim Club members, SeoU 
Jacob, Greg Siver, Cam McCaw 
and Brent Christian, for their 
p<.>rforma nces a I the recent Scout 
and Cub vSv/im Meet.
Infiinnailon has been received 
that Santa will he arriving at the 
Sanscha grounds on Saturday, 
Dec. 15. at 10:30 aan.
He's looking forward to 
meeting his friends (l)oth young 
and old) again,
This annual chamber of 
commerce event is being assisted 
this year by a committee from 
the SRC program.
Santa will personally meet the 
children before the film show, 
which will be followed by a 
“snack w'ith Santa”.
Sidney Recreatiun Comnussion 
meeting w'ill be held on Wed­





DESIGNED FOR IN-HOME SERVICE 




9779 4TH AVE. PHONE 656-1221
WE SERVICE EVERYTHING WE SELL
mhitumry
In Sidney, B.C., on November 
to, 1073, Mrs. Nettie Opal An- 
derson, ago 50 yearK. Born in 
Pollockville, Alta,, and had been 
a resident of Sidney, U.C,, for Ihe 
past 7 yeera. residing al 2202 
Amelia Avenue,
She leave,s her husband, 
George, at home; daughters, 
Mrs. L. D. iJime) Griffiths, 
Prince George. B C.. Mrs. W. 
(Rhonda) Marks, Campbell 
River, B.C., and Miss Betly-Jean 
Anderson, Victoria, B.C.; 
brother. Willi.’im niinn. Ed- 
monion, Alin,
'Dio late Mrs, Anderson was a 
member of the Soms of Scotland 
liud *..*1. Ji3in Autbaliiucv 
ney, B.C.
Service wa.s held in Ihe Sands 
ruiHn’al Cliape) of Ro.se.s, Sidiny\ 
T5.C.,Tm Monday, November 19, 
1073, at I'.oo p,m. Rev. George 
Kwnlystdeofficiating. Interment 
in Royal Oak Burial Park,
UO.S’T BE (WI GHT IN ITIE .SIKHtT.VGE 




Elliott & Company 
Chartered Accoimtanls
W.J. Kl.l.lOTT.C'.A.
Beacon Shopping Plaza 




Payrolls, General Business 
Services. P'ull or Partial 
Service as desired. Over 25 









Custom Built Homes 
.Additions, Alterations 
Cabinets, Repairs 
For Free Estimates 
Phone 656-2902
BUILD WITH BRICK 
AND BLOCK 













Home and Office Cleaners 




Painting and Decorating 

















.•\11 Repairs-Any size Boat and 









Upholstery Vinyls in Stock 
656-1412
Beacon Plaza Shopping Center
CHiropraotors
CHIROPRACTOR
Robert W. Roper, D.C.




SLIP COVERS FABRICS :
: BOAT CUSHIONS
: FREE ESTIMATES ■ 
'(■-G.''ROUSSEU'





New Home.s & Cabinets Gusloin build 
lleinodeling - Additions and Repairs. 
Reasonable rates-Free estimates
PHONE 656-4915
PATRICK CUTTS LTD 
BUILDERS & DESIGNERS 
Comniereial & Re.sklential 
Con.slruelion. Renovations 




Archer's T.V. Service, 
9967 7(h SV Sidney/
656-5114
3-tf;



























VDUH PLANS OH Dl US








































Painting & Decorating 




Industrial - Residential 
Commercial Wiring 














PAPER AND VINYL WALL 





25 years experience 
















Specializing in Hot Water 
Heating
10410 ALL bay RD^ SIDNEY 
Phone 656-1580
“no job to large 




lackhoe Work Trucking 
BACK FILLING-LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS ^ 
SEWER-STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES 
2320 Asnhersti Sidney 
.Lewis Sevigny, 6.56-3583
Groceries
Complete rcsidehtial and 
Commercial Service'
Engineered hot water heatihjg 




YOUR ONE STOP SHOP 
FOR FOOD 
CORNER McTAVlSH 
& EAST SAANICH RD. 






10184 Third St. 
Groceries - Vegetables 
Homo made pies 
Open 7 days a week 
8:30 - 7:30 P.M.
COMPLETE SION PAINTING 
ASILKSCTtEENING 
SEnVICES 
2527 BEVAN AVE., 
SIDNEV.n.C.
058-2421
TBIICKS — BOATS — WINDOWS
Landscaping




Light Repair Work 
2440 Mai a view Ave.
656- 4068 Sidney , B.C.
POLSON’S 
TRACTOR SERVICE
Ciovi?rr(rrit)fi( CDrliflod, i(jchnlai/iri 
With J5 OKfmmtco in C/ttc. 











land percolation testing 
SEPTIC FIELD INSTALLATIONS







»m Fourth St. 









fivrvmti (lull ni/«m(s am/ Sitiimy aioti
SIDNEY GLASS
M«rlnn Anto A HAWy OI»»»
WIndflw ninNh-Mlrrori. 
WIndhhIeldi InilailM 
InourMnce Clolmo Promialy llandlnd
2384 llenctm Phone 656-1313
COMMUNITY SERVICES INFORMATION DIRECTORY
Adhptioii, F(ist«>r cure, Child 
I'roteclitm, Unmarned I’nr 
enlfi;
..Centnil saanieh and
Saanieh 382 5121 .V
-♦Bidimy, North .Saanieh, Gulf 
Islands 65(1-3911
Alellolihiii .laij-U-llii
Mirth Control .'taft lWVI
llirlhriglit 384-1431
Cool Aid 383-1951
1',’fisis f.ine CM hours) :(K6-6323 
Family Allnwnaee. Old Age 
Kecunty and Guaranteed In- 
. eoine .Supplcmeiit . JHH IIkU 
Finaneial Assistanee (.Social 
Allowance mid Bupplemeiit to 
old Age Se{;ui'U.\:;. .
- Bidney, Ccmtral and North
Saanicb, (Itilf IMamls (ir.o JbU
llometmiker 382"ftl3,5
Landlord and Tenant Advisory 
nuremi 382.3196
Leiml Aid — Criminal 3H2-2101 
Meals on Wheels 656 2141 
.Saanieh Mental Ileallli Centre
4791697;
Public Health iPre-naial, Well 
Baby, Immunization and V.D.
Clinics; School Health S«r- 




No. 63 - Rural Saanich, Central 
rnoanlch, T’orlh r,;VAT.ith,
Sidney 6M41U
•Services for the,Elderly ,W-4268
seu w (lasr,svyirikmfrA
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Double Ring Ceremony Unites Stisan And David
MR. AND MRS. DAVID ALBERT PERRY (nee: 
Susan Jewel Tobin) — Jane Sloan photo.
A double ring ceremony took 
place Nov. 10 in St. Elizabeth’s 
church, Sidney, when Father W. 
Mudge united in marriage Susan 
Jewel Tobin, daughter of Mr. and 
Mrs. H.M. Tobin of Sidney, to 
David Albert Perry, eldest son of 
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Perry of Fort 
St. John.
Mrs. Ursula Thomas was 
organist; Hans Meier played the 
guitar and sang during the 
signing of the register.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride wore a floor- 
length gown of empire syled peau 
d’elegance and Nottingham kice.
Her finger-tip veil and head- 
piece were trimmed with mat­
ching lace.
.She carried a cascade bouquet 
of red .sweetheart roses.
The attendents were Miss 
Maureen Campbell. Sidney, maid 
of honor; bridesmaid. Miss 
Donna Budd, of Edmonton, and 
bridesmatron, Mrs. Barbara 
Elphick of Creston. They wore 
identical floor-length gowns of
navy accented with white collar 
and cuffs and carried nosegays of 
pink roses and white daisies.
The best man, Daniel 
Wuthrich, groomsmen Ken 
Perry, brother of the groom, and 
Terry Nield, all from E^ort St. 
John, were attired in Prince 
Albert suits with ruffled blue 
shirts.
Tlie groom was similarly at­
tired, but wore a white ruffled 
shirt
The mother of the bride wore a 
pink wool dress with navy ac­
cessories, while the groom's 
mother chose a coat and dress 
emsemble of mauve and blue.
The reception was held at the 
home of the bride’s parents on 
First Street in Sidney.
J.L. MacAuley was master of 
ceremonies and R.S. Boutillier 
proposed the toast to the bride.
Leaving on a hone>nnoon to 
Hai-rison Hot Springs, the bride
Andersen ©ppiises Merger
Comparing library services 
available to residents of Sidney 
and North Saanch with those in
Opposition to any
amalgamation of library services 
with the Greater Victoria system 
has become a regular feature of 
.<Md. Chris Andersen’s library 
report to Sidney council.
■Monday’s report proved no 
e.xception.
Central Saanich. .Andersen said 
that costs in the southern 
municipality were twice those 
paid in Sidney “and the library in 
Brentwood is not nearly up to the 
standard ours is".
chose a two-piece pant suit of red 
and black.
Out-of-town guests at the 
wedding were from Cbbble Hill, 
Vancouver, Mission, Pitt 
Meadows, Edmonton, Toronto, 
and Fort St. John.
The following is the meteorologieal rciiort 
for the week ending Nov. 25 furnished by the 
Research Station. Sidney.
Maximum Temii. (Nov, 25) If,
.Minimum Tem-i. (Nov. 22-21) 30




Su -'"lied by the meteorologieal division 
De'-artment of Transiiort for the week en­
ding Nov. 25,
MaximumTem", (Nov, 25) -16
.Minimum Temie (.Nov, 22-2-11 28




Mon. Monday Mermaids (1:30 - 
3:30 p.nl.
Siirley Cooper 249 7.39
Mon. Credit Union 7 - 9 p.m. 
Alice Bosnians 265 584
Wilf Tripp 247
Harry Nunn 633
Tue. Commercial 7-3 p.m.
Ron Doran 313 755
Lorraine Salkus 718
Marge Lovejoy 288
Tue. Commercial 9 - 11 p.m. 
Myrna Green 273 723
BiilMcAuley 293 739




Mel West 261 618
Wed. Canadian Legion 7-9 P.M. 
Pat Reece 249
Nancy Roberts 537
Art Ring . 295
Graham Walker 803
Tliu. Commercial 7 - 9 p.m. 
Myrna Green v 266 718
BiilMcAuley y ^18 778
Tliui’. Commercial 9-11 p.m. 
BarbStarck 278
SIDNEY MUSIC
(opposite the Post Office on Beacon Ave.)
Siiirley Cooper 675
Geof. W’orral 266 753
Fri. Glen Meadows
Millie Anderson 219 592
Fri. Friday .N’iters 1
Floralea Wakeham 239 592
Bill McAuley 241










David Richardson 177 473
Junior '
CharleenNunn 182 454 .
Russell Tripp 244: -490
Senior




1) (M u 1 i 1 u 11 y h a n 11 - c I et' 111'a U.' 11 
hull vast';7.i[V()|')aliiK' glass. 







































FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3() ffy^y'))
A ^ y^ Burns’dance studio 
Sidney Recreation Commission (work bee) 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 1
North Saanich Rod and Gun Club (jr. section)
V . SRC (children’s roller skating) y 
,y- SUNDAY; DECEMBER 2
y SRC (y .I. Badminton league play), 
y MONDAY,;'bECEMBER3 y
U-yyv '■ '' HandicraftGuild--;
Rae Burns’dance studio 
SRCminibasketball (boys) 
f SRCminibasketball (girls), 
SRC (soccer league practice); 
SRC (rugby league practice, clubhouse)
SRC volleyliall 
Sanscha general meeting 
TUESDAY. DECEMBER!
SRC creative tots (clubhouse) 
SRC women’s keep-fit 
SRC adult badminton 
Rae Burns’dance studio 
SRC Junior badminton 
SRC (.soccer league tea practice)
WEDNESDAY. DECEMBER 5
SRC women’s yoga 11 
SRC women’.s Yoga I 
Rae Burns'tiance studio 
SRCplay’ll’fun (grade.s 1,2,3) 
SRC (.soccer league team practice) 
sue (rugby lotiguein’aclice. clubhoHse i 
SRC adult Inidihinton 
TIIUUSDAV, DKCEMBEU 6
.Site creative Tots'iclublimise I 
SRC ladies’keep! til 
JUuyBurns’dance studio 
y ; ; NuHh Saiuuch i>og Ot>edionee();hib
CASSETTE TAPES 
^6,98
8 TRACK TAPES 
■»6.98
;model;465 ; y - ;
A TRULY AUTOMATiC KEYBOARD 
INSTRUMENT. WITH JUST TWO 
FINGERS YOU CAN SOUND LIKE 
A PROFESSIONAL . . . )
• ONE FINGER PLAYS A 
MELODY...
* ONE FINGER PLAYS . . .
CHORDS :. . STRUMMING 
GUITAR . . . BASS PEDALS . . . 
RHYTHM LIKE - - Bossu Nova - 
Mambo - Rock - Wallz - and 
Many More.
ALL AT THE SAME TIMEII!
KEYBOARD: ;y;y'-",
49 key (C to C) - Vibrato control 
■ - Selecto-Phase - Flute - Diapa­
son - Horn .- Woodwind - Reed 
Full.organ. ■
Amp-solid state circuit 30 watt 
music power.; ‘ . y
RHYTHM lyiASTER; >
. electronically generates the 
sound , of, rhythm Instruments. 
Complete, rhythm, section: bass 
, drum, conga drum, claves, mara- 
. cos, cymbal.. Push a , button for 
pro-set waltz, -western, rock and 
roll, bossanova, lox-lrot, rhumba, 
mambo, cha-cha. polka and 
march.
DIMENSIONS:




BANJOS; yy - 









«l.iquid Plant Food 1 Gal
::spEC!Au:;2'for;*5^
©Golden Vigoro 30 lb. Reg. *5”
SPECIAL »4^
©Poultry Manure 40 lb. Reg. *3’'
SPECIAL *2”
PLUS MANY OTHER 
SPECIALS 
ALL FRUir TREES *2®*
.1 S' 'V
KILN DRIED SPRUCE LIN. FT.
Am;y . 




Noliee is liereby given that all persons who deem themselves lo bo affected by tho proposed 
tmuMidmenls to the Zoning Bylaw No. 345, 1969 will be afforded an opportunity to lx; heard on 
llie imilters eontaim'd therein before tho Cmmeil of the Town ol Sidney al a Publie Hearing lo 
be held in Ihe Council Chamljers, Town Hall. 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, B, C, on Monday. 
Deeeinlxu';ird, 197.3. at 8:00 pun.
A eo|)y of the proposed liylaws may be inspected at the Town Hall, Sidney, B, (.). fronvMonday 
to Friday between thehoursof 8:30 and 4:30 p.m.
'I'he efteci ol the Bylaw will be lo fort her define the Institulional Zone and to rezone The 
it'olUnying properties lo such zone; : .
L One (1) BlockB SiicUon Eleven (10 HahRo Four (4) East Plan548 
-*■ I.ot A SeelionThirl(*(m 03) HangelOnir (4) East Plan 8745 
-'Lots Six (6) Block 20 Section Ten (10) Range Four (4) East Plan 4552 y 






12" X 10 ft - ’ll’’ 
PARTICLE BOARD
, 12" X « fl. • 
PARTICLE BOARD





12" X 8 fl. Sh"
^ PARTICLE, BOARD STAINF
4,
CEMENT BLOCK,SPACERS, OU FA 
‘mCLF STANDARDS *' BRACKETS 




' ‘ ' ' 'I ' ! ^ i
,. U.: , ,
., At
* ; I ’(Ty
r .






j tu I L'^ 1 w j ft)Ij'
f "it
'» ! A* Y s V
I-)a(ed al Sldni'.v, T'iC., Ihls uiihday'nt Novemljcr, 1073.
G, S, ,U.»gan 
Town Clerk
2520 BEACON 656-4522/ AT
ASK FOR BRUCE THE FOOT OF BEACON AVE 















































SNOBOY 1»2 UF TUAV
10
CALIFORNIA NAVEU
ORANGES 6 LB. 00
ANNOUNCING
’WINTER FUN WITH WESTERN FAWIILY PRODUCTSi
Draw Dalesi! Nav. 161 li. N’m . 23rd. Slav. 3l)tlt, and Dee. 7(li,
1(1 PrlzeHeaeh week for I RRl WFFKS!
You onidd wm one of the.Hi* ternlie prize.s
■■ T'PRILLIPS 28" Color'TV’x • ''
I r*L,\VM.VTF Tnmt.iNtoi; ILtdIox 
,''l MFNb ViUlST »V.VI(Tm;)
» M.IRKHMAM Ten-.Speed Rlkeft 
,'4'7x21 BINOCULARS ' -
I CROWN II" Blaek A WUIIe TV’s 
I POLAROID ZIP Cameras 
I VICTORIA Precision Trkyeles 
-I CAKSF.'rrF Recorders
I GIFT Cl irrn iCATKS for Rov« nr Girls Ice .Skiiles
Toenter: .lust mail UlaiKtlsfromanyof 
the many Western Family prtxlucts lOM 
WKSTFRN FAMILY. Bo's, No. 785, Calgary, Alta.
